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Abstract

The design and test of a 6U CubeSat Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) are explored to establish single-axis control using AFIT’s CubeSat testbed consisting of a Helmholtz cage and hemi-spherical air bearing. The Helmholtz cage produces a near-uniform magnetic field inside the cage while the air bearing provides a near-frictionless surface for ADCS testing. The ADCS testbed includes a four wheel pyramid reaction wheel array (RWA) for actuation and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) for attitude determination. Along with the ADCS hardware, the ADCS testbed also includes an Electrical Power System (EPS) and Command and Data Handling (CDH) for power and wireless telemetry, respectively. Attitude estimation is performed using the QUEST algorithm with magnetometer and accelerometer sensor data to estimate a current quaternion. A Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is used for control of the ADCS testbed while each reaction wheel motor is controlled by a proportional gain. After calibration, the static estimation accuracy improved from $\pm 3^\circ$ to $\pm 0.02^\circ$ ($3\sigma$). The RWA is characterized as a 1st order system with a systemic 0.2 second time delay. The ADCS testbed controller demonstrates linear time response characteristics at small angle slews. Through this research effort, the pointing accuracy was improved from $\pm 20^\circ$ to $\pm 0.07^\circ$ ($3\sigma$). External torques caused by air currents and inherent magnetic moments were explored and characterized. The inherent magnetic moment of the ADCS testbed was calculated. Simulated time response characteristics of the model showed similar behavior to the ADCS testbed results.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOM</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUEST</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECI</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PID</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIMO</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIL</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>Naval Postgraduate School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRL</td>
<td>Air Force Research Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CubeTAS</td>
<td>CubeSat Three-Axis Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU</td>
<td>Istanbul Technical University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIL</td>
<td>Software in the Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td>University of Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPSU</td>
<td>California Polytechnic State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STK</td>
<td>Satellite Tool Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMM</td>
<td>World Magnetic Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEET</td>
<td>Space Environment and Effects Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COR</td>
<td>Center of Rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC</td>
<td>Digital to Analog Converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>Random Access Memory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I. Introduction

1.1 Background

The term “CubeSat” is defined as a satellite that is 10 x 10 x 10 cm$^3$ with a mass at or below 1.33 kg [53]. The CubeSat was developed to provide hands-on practice with the design, test, and mission planning of satellites. University programs generally accepted the CubeSat concept due to the expense of designing and building larger satellites. Since 1999, the number of CubeSats being developed and launched into space has rapidly increased [36]. Most CubeSats are from universities, but larger companies such as Boeing and smaller companies such as Clyde Space have also constructed them. Satellite companies are working toward generic “nanosatellite” operations, a category CubeSats fit in.

The CubeSat has many advantages over larger satellites for groups with lower budgets and tighter time constraints. Some of these advantages include the following: lower design, test, and launch costs; reduced design time; inexpensive test facilities; transportation ease; and cost effectiveness [53]. Disadvantages include the following: higher mission risks, typically due to lack of redundancy and testing; lower performance components resulting in poor attitude estimation and pointing capabilities; reduced payload capability due to poor pointing accuracy and limited volume; and the underdevelopment of CubeSat attitude determination and control system (ADCS) testing facilities.
Advances in small satellite technology and other innovative ideas have reduced the gap between size and performance [48]. One of these major ideas was to increase the size of the CubeSat by adding more “U’s.” The widely used CubeSat orbital deployer, the Poly-PicoSatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD), can accommodate CubeSats up to 3U in size. A larger CubeSat keeps the original idea of cost effectiveness while increasing payload size, power output, and control authority [53].

Due to the rising popularity and quick advancement of CubeSats, the CubeSat concept’s expansion meets the needs of Department of Defense (DoD) related projects that would be more cost effective than using larger satellites. The United States Air Force Academy’s (USAFA) Space Systems Research Center (SSRC) and the Air Force Institute of Technology’s (AFIT) Center for Space Research and Assurance (CSRA) are currently in development of CubeSats. The SSRC is developing a 3U CubeSat called FalconSat-7 while the CSRA is designing and testing 6 and 12U CubeSats. Figure 1 shows AFIT’s and Pumpkin’s collaborative 6U design, which demonstrates the large payload volume inherent alongside the small bus and ADCS space taken within the 6U chassis.

Figure 1. CAD Image of AFIT’s and Pumpkin’s Collaborative 6U CubeSat Design [37]
Very little research about the concept of expanding CubeSats out to sizes of 6 and 12U has occurred, but the future is promising due to the increased payload capacity inherent in the expanded design [37]. Instead of buying commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components, AFIT personnel design and build most of their 6U CubeSat components in-house. This has given rise to the need to test and validate these designs in a space-simulated environment.

1.1.1 AFIT’s CubeSat Testbed

As mentioned earlier, CubeSat test facilities tend to lack the maturity and technical capabilities typically found in larger space programs. Since AFIT’s 6U components are custom built, they lack flight heritage and therefore lack the resume’ to be sent into space without increased risk. As will be discussed in Section 2.6, the concept of a satellite simulator is starting to infiltrate the CubeSat domain enabling CubeSat software, hardware, and ADCS algorithms on-the-ground testing. AFIT’s CubeSat testbed, which currently consists of a Helmholtz cage and hemi-spherical air bearing, is shown in Fig. 2.

![AFIT’s CubeSat Testbed](image)

Figure 2. AFIT’s CubeSat Testbed
Note the coordinate system at the bottom right of Fig. 2. The $z$-axis points up to the ceiling, the $x$-axis points at the wall, and the $y$-axis completes the orthogonal set. The air bearing provides a near frictionless surface for the ADCS testbed to rotate; the air bearing allows $360^\circ$ of rotation about the $z$-axis and $\pm 60^\circ$ of rotation about the $x$- and $y$-axes for ADCS testing. The Helmholtz cage produces a nearly uniform magnetic field inside the cage and is primarily used for calibrating and filtering magnetometer measurements inside the field.

1.1.2 ADCS Testbed

The 6U ADCS testbed as shown in Fig. 3 includes an ADCS board along with a motor controller board for a reaction wheel array (RWA), an Electrical Power System (EPS) board, battery pack, a Command Data Handling (CDH) board with WiFly capability, and a laser pointer to track the truth angle on the wall.

![Figure 3. 6U ADCS Testbed](image)

AFIT’s CubeSat testbed is intended for use in testing the performance capabilities of the ADCS testbed. Although there is no payload, one could be included. The ADCS testbed is designed to be able to test any CubeSat ADCS and corresponding payload 3U or larger by sliding an ADCS testbed into the CubeSat testbed to validate
simulation and enhance flight readiness. A full description of the hardware, software, and algorithm setup can be found in Chapter III.

1.2 Problem Statement

The inspiration for AFIT’s CubeSat testbed is to test a CubeSat ADCS to validate hardware, software, and algorithm performance. By creating an ADCS and bus package for a 6 or 12U CubeSat that has high pointing accuracy capabilities and robust ADCS algorithms, payload designs that require accurate pointing can be studied and validated. AFIT’s CubeSat testbed will be used to validate on the ground AFIT’s goal of the design and test of an ADCS testbed that can handle a wide variety of payload requirements. The achievement of this goal will not only help spark the future development of 6 and 12U sized payloads for DoD related experiments and increase cost effectiveness of DoD related missions, but it will also support the testing methodologies of using CubeSat testbeds for validation of flight hardware, software, and algorithms.

1.3 Research Focus

The realization of the goals outlined in Section 1.2 would likely require years of design and testing. The following list details the focus of this research effort and further illustrates the tasks that should be accomplished to advance the design and testing of the ADCS testbed with the use of AFIT’s CubeSat testbed at this stage in development:

1. Establish wireless communication with the ADCS testbed so that real time data can be streamed

2. Achieve a high level of attitude determination using an IMU
3. Establish control about the $z$-axis shown in Fig. 2

4. Characterize external torques in AFIT’s CubeSat testbed

5. Create a model to accurately simulate ADCS behavior

1.4 Methodology

The goal of this research effort is to investigate the level of the ADCS’s $z$-axis control authority using only a RWA for actuation and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) for determination by using AFIT’s CubeSat testbed. Furthermore, utilizing data gathered by these tests will help determine an analytical model’s simulation accuracy. In order to achieve the above stated goals, the following research and development efforts are required to improve the testbed capabilities:

- Calibrate the on board IMU and install filters to smooth noisy sensor data (Sections 4.1-4.3)
- Characterize the reaction wheel motor’s behavior (Sections 4.3-4.4)
- Design and test the controller for the reaction wheel motors (Section 4.5)
- Characterize and properly model sensor noise (Section 4.6)
- Design and test the controller for the ADCS (Section 4.7)
- Demonstrate the external torques inherent in AFIT’s CubeSat testbed (Section 4.8)
- Implement models of the ADCS and RWA supported by sensor data for simulation comparison (Section 4.9)
1.5 Research Effort, Scope, and Contribution

To successfully perform all activities stated in Section 1.4, knowledge of aeronautical engineering, computer science, physics, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, controls engineering, signal processing, existing hardware, existing software, and existing algorithms are required. The outcomes of this research includes CubeSat testbed characterization and significantly improved CubeSat ADCS testbed hardware, control software, and algorithms.

This contribution documents the first time, to the best of this author’s knowledge, a 6U ADCS testbed’s validation and achievement of single-axis control inside a Helmholtz cage atop an air bearing. Furthermore, this is the first time a CubeSat testbed’s external torques, such as air current and magnetic, have been tested and characterized. It is this author’s hope that this contribution to ADCS testing inside CubeSat testbeds will lead to the achievement of the goals described in Section 1.2.

1.6 Preview

Chapter I provided the background, motivation, research focus, and methodology along with an outline of the research effort’s scope and contribution. Chapter II details the key background knowledge needed to achieve the goal of this research effort. This includes mathematical derivations of dynamics, establishment of notation used throughout the thesis, overviews of sensors and actuators used in spacecraft, signal processing, control design, and a detailed literature review outlining related research. Chapter III describes the methodology and testing procedures for this research effort. This includes descriptions of AFIT’s CubeSat testbed, configuration of the ADCS testbed, and details the various testing procedures and setups applied during this research effort. Chapter IV details the results and analysis of the testing procedures described in Chapter III. This includes all experimental tests as well as ADCS testbed
data compared to model simulation. Finally, Chapter V summarizes the results of this research effort and offers recommendations for future work in order to take the next step in realizing the goals set forth in Section 1.2.
II. Background

Chapter II provides the background concerning attitude determination and control. This discussion covers coordinate frames, kinematic and kinetic equations of motion (EOM) and how actuators are modeled. This chapter will also discuss the quaternion estimator (QUEST) algorithm’s purpose and usage, varying sensors and filters used for attitude determination, and control techniques that will be implemented in typical CubeSat attitude control subsystems. Finally, related research on the topic of ADCS with CubeSat testbeds will be discussed.

2.1 Attitude Dynamics

The purpose of any ADCS is to determine and control the orientation of a spacecraft with respect to a desired orientation relative to another object. Typical examples include the Hubble Space Telescope ADCS which points to a region of the universe to take high resolution photographs [12]. Other examples include a reconnaissance satellite ADCS that tracks a specific target on Earth, or for orienting a spacecraft to correctly point solar panels to receive optimal sunlight. To describe an ADCS, coordinate frames and the derivation of the kinematic and kinetic EOM are needed.

2.1.1 Coordinate Frames

When dealing with dynamic systems, such as spacecraft, an intuitive way to describe their motion is with the use of coordinate frames otherwise known as reference frames. The kinematic and kinetic EOM must be derived with respect to an inertial coordinate frame in terms of the spacecraft’s body reference coordinate frame. All calculations and analyses are performed in the satellite’s body frame since the satellite’s moment of inertia (
2.1.1.1 Earth-Centered Inertial

The Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) reference frame has its origin at the center of the Earth and is assumed inertial. The $x$-axis is fixed in the direction of the vernal equinox while the $z$-axis is in the direction of Earth’s spin axis. The $y$-axis completes the right-handed orthogonal set [1]. Although the ECI frame is used to derive the EOM, this research effort will use a varied version of the ECI frame that is defined based on the ADCS testbed as shown in Fig. 4.

![Figure 4. ADCS Testbed Inertial Reference Frame](image)

One of the main focus points of this research is to control the ADCS testbed about the $z$-axis as shown in Fig. 4 inside AFIT’s CubeSat testbed. The $z$-axis points towards the ceiling, the $y$-axis points towards the wall, and the $x$-axis completes the orthogonal set. Note that the $x$-axis and $y$-axis between the CubeSat testbed (Fig. 2) and the ADCS testbed (Fig. 4) are switched. This is due to the difference in how the IMU and Helmholtz cage coordinate frames are defined. A detailed explanation on AFIT’s CubeSat testbed and the ADCS testbed are are found in sections 3.1-3.5.
2.1.1.2 Spacecraft-Fixed Frame

The spacecraft-fixed frame, or body frame, of any object is defined by the designer. In satellite applications, the computer-aided design (CAD) model is normally used in defining the body frame. Typically, the body-frame’s origin is located at the center of mass (COM) of the object with the axes pointing in the direction of the principal axes [45]. However, this is only a recommended set; many satellite body axes will not be aligned with the principle axes. It may be easier computationally to align the body axes with existing sensor hardware such as an IMU, which has its own previously defined coordinate frame. As long as the body frame has mutually right-handed orthogonal unit vectors, the frame may be placed to the designer’s needs. When the ADCS testbed body frame is coincident with the inertial frame defined in Fig. 4, the angular positions in the $x$-, $y$-, and $z$-axes are zero.

2.1.1.3 Sensor and Actuator Frames

Important to attitude determination and control are the coordinate frames from sensors and actuators. Depending on hardware specifications and placement within the satellite, a sensor or actuator frame must be defined. Once the frame is defined, it may be converted to the body frame via a rotation matrix (Section 2.1.2). Clearly defining the sensor and actuator frames is important to the accuracy of the spacecraft’s attitude knowledge. If performed incorrectly, attitude knowledge may be inaccurate or control torques sent to actuators will be incorrect. Many spacecraft designers align actuators and sensors with the spacecraft body frame. Examples include a RWA, torque coils, or an IMU aligned with the designated body frame.
2.1.2 Kinematics

To begin the process of deriving the EOM, the relationship between satellite orientation and angular velocity, also known as kinematics, must be mathematically defined [12]. The first step is being able to define the orientation of objects in each of the many reference frames and be able to convert between them. The relationship used to convert vectors between reference frames is known as a rotation matrix. The rotation matrix $R^{bi}$ will take a vector in the inertial reference frame $\vec{v}_i$ and convert it to the body reference frame $\vec{v}_b$ as shown in

$$\vec{v}_b = R^{bi} \vec{v}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\vec{v}_i$ and $\vec{v}_b$ are 3x1 vectors making $R^{bi}$ a 3x3 matrix. The rotation matrix, also known as a direction cosine matrix (DCM), has special properties such as being orthonormal. As such, the primary property is that the DCM’s inverse is equal to its transpose. Furthermore, rotation matrices can be multiplied together to relate more than two reference frames. For example,

$$R^{bi} = R^{bs} R^{si}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $R^{bs}$ is a rotation from the sensor frame to the body frame and $R^{si}$ is a rotation matrix from the inertial frame to the sensor frame. Rotation matrices are fundamental to the EOM and are a primary means of how many interpretations of the kinematic equations are developed. The following sections will describe various ways to represent the kinematic EOM as well as their limitations.
2.1.2.1 Euler Angles

Leonhard Euler, an 18th century mathematician, showed that the minimum number of independent parameters to fully describe any rotation is three [41]. These three necessary rotations are an intuitive way to describe attitude. Normally, the rotations are performed based upon designer needs due to the limitations of Euler angles. Figure 5 illustrates a 3-2-1 rotation sequence. This sequence first rotates an angle $\theta_2$ about the $\hat{i}_3$ axis. In a new intermediate frame $\Phi_{i'}$, the next rotation angle of $\theta_3$ occurs about the $\Phi_{i'2'}$ axis. In a second intermediate frame $\Phi_{i''}$, a 3rd rotation angle of $\theta_1$ is performed about the $\Phi_{i''1''}$ axis. This results in the $\hat{i}$ coordinate frame being transformed into the $\Phi_{b}$ coordinate frame.

Every rotation matrix will have an inherent singularity depending on the rotation performed. For symmetric rotations, such as a 3-1-3 or 1-2-1, the singularity will occur when $\theta_2$ (defined in Fig. 5) is either $0^\circ$ or $180^\circ$. Asymmetric rotations, such as 3-2-1 or 2-1-3, have singularities that occur when $\theta_2$ is either $90^\circ$ or $270^\circ$. In many
attitude control cases, linearizations of the EOM are performed about 0° so robust linear controllers can be used. This means that recovering Euler angles from a DCM is not viable for symmetric rotations. Therefore, asymmetric rotations are used to avoid singularities when recovering Euler angles in this linearized case.

To derive the kinematic EOM which relates attitude and angular velocities, we must relate the angular velocity measured in the body frame to the inertial frame. The angular velocity, however, cannot be directly integrated to compute the attitude due to its path dependent nature. Furthermore, rotations cannot be expressed as vectors, but the rotation rate can [38]. Using a 3-2-1 rotation sequence, rotations are made on each axis along a different reference frame in accordance to that particular angular velocity. Starting in the inertial frame and adding up angular velocities that sum to a vector in the body frame results in

$$\vec{\omega}^{bi} = \vec{\omega}^{bi''} + \vec{\omega}^{i'} + \vec{\omega}^{i''}$$

(3)

where $\vec{\omega}^{bi''}$, $\vec{\omega}^{i'}$ and $\vec{\omega}^{i''}$ are the angular velocity components expressed in intermediate frames [38]. These angular velocities must be in the same reference frame to be summed. By using rotation matrices to find the angular velocity of the $b$-frame with respect to the $i$-frame $\vec{\omega}^{bi}$ for each intermediate frame, we now have the angular velocity in terms of the Euler angle rates. The kinematic equations expressed as

$$\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\theta}_1 \\
\dot{\theta}_2 \\
\dot{\theta}_3
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & \frac{\sin(\theta_1)}{\cos(\theta_2)} & \frac{\cos(\theta_1)}{\cos(\theta_2)} \\
0 & \cos(\theta_3) & -\sin(\theta_3) \\
1 & \frac{\sin(\theta_3)\sin(\theta_2)}{\cos(\theta_1)} & \frac{\cos(\theta_3)\sin(\theta_2)}{\cos(\theta_1)}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\omega_1 \\
\omega_2 \\
\omega_3
\end{bmatrix}$$

(4)

relate angular velocity in the body frame to the Euler angle rates $\dot{\theta}$. Notice that when $\theta_2$ is 90° or 270° a singularity occurs. This is the major drawback to implementing Euler angles $\theta$ into satellite hardware. To achieve a robust control algorithm, a
kinematic representation without the existence of a singularity is desired.

### 2.1.2.2 Eigenaxis

The motion of a rigid body can be described as a rotation about a fixed axis. Any two reference frames can be related by a specific rotation axis defined by a unit vector \( \hat{a} \) known as the Euler axis and an angle \( \phi \) known as the Euler angle [41]. Figure 6 shows the 3-2-1 frame rotating to the 3'-2'-1' frame using the Eigenaxis rotation

![Eigenaxis Rotation](image)

Once \( \hat{a} \) is calculated, it is rotated an angle \( \phi \) to rotate the 3-2-1 frame into the 3'-2'-1' frame. \( \phi \) and \( \hat{a} \) can be computed from a rotation matrix that results in

\[
\phi = \cos\left(\frac{1}{2}(\text{trace } R - 1)\right)^{-1} \tag{5}
\]

\[
a^x = \frac{1}{2 \sin \phi} (R^T - R) \tag{6}
\]

where a singularity occurs when \( \phi \) is 0° or 180° [38]. Note that \( a^x \) denotes a skew symmetric matrix. Although Eigenaxis rotations are another intuitive means of representing attitude, the equations still hold a singularity. Eigenaxis concepts are important, however, because describing the next attitude representation using them will lead to kinematic EOM without singularities.
2.1.2.3 Quaternions

Quaternions, as a form of attitude representation, are used extensively in spacecraft control because the non-existence of a singularity in its representation relieves computational problems. The quaternions can be defined from the Eigenaxis rotation as

\[
q_1 = \hat{a}_1 \sin \left( \frac{\phi}{2} \right) \quad (7)
\]
\[
q_2 = \hat{a}_2 \sin \left( \frac{\phi}{2} \right) \quad (8)
\]
\[
q_3 = \hat{a}_3 \sin \left( \frac{\phi}{2} \right) \quad (9)
\]
\[
q_4 = \cos \left( \frac{\phi}{2} \right) \quad (10)
\]

where \( q \) contains \( q_1, q_2, \) and \( q_3 \) while \( q_4 \) is a scalar [32]. The complete quaternion, which includes all four values, is denoted as \( \bar{q} \). One disadvantage to using quaternions is their lack of intuitiveness. To counteract this, the quaternion output can be converted to a rotation matrix where the Euler angles can be recovered when not at a singularity. Furthermore, computers cannot calculate zero very well, so it is unlikely to be at a singularity in the computed state. A common spacecraft rotation sequence would be the 3-2-1 rotation sequence. A given quaternion can then be converted to a rotation matrix using

\[
R = (q_4 - q^T \bar{q}) I + 2q \bar{q}^T - 2q_4 \bar{q}^x \quad (11)
\]

where the Euler angles can be recovered using

\[
\theta_1 = \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{R_{12}}{\cos \theta_2} \right) \quad (12)
\]
\[ \theta_2 = \sin^{-1}(-R_{13}) \] \hspace{1cm} (13)

\[ \theta_3 = \sin^{-1}(R_{23}/\cos \theta_2) \] \hspace{1cm} (14)

where \( R \) is the rotation matrix, and \( R_{ij} \) is the corresponding element in \( R \) [16]. Note that \( \dot{q}^e \) is a skew symmetric matrix. Recovering the Euler angles provides an intuitive means of understanding the actual rotation of the spacecraft. Computer code can be easily implemented to take quaternion outputs from attitude determination algorithms and convert them to Euler angles. This can then be compared with a truth measurement to discover the sensor accuracy on board a spacecraft. Quaternions, like other attitude representations change with time which are related to the angular velocity of the vehicle. The kinematic relationship shown in

\[
\dot{\vec{q}} = \frac{1}{2} \begin{bmatrix} \dot{q}_1 \\ \dot{q}_2 \\ \dot{q}_3 \\ \dot{q}_4 \end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{2} \begin{bmatrix} q_4 & -q_3 & q_2 \\ q_3 & q_4 & -q_1 \\ -q_2 & q_1 & q_4 \\ -q_1 & -q_2 & -q_3 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \omega_1 \\ \omega_2 \\ \omega_3 \end{bmatrix}
\] \hspace{1cm} (15)

relates the rate of change of the quaternion \( \dot{q} \) to the spacecraft instantaneous angular velocity \( \vec{\omega} \) [54]. Quaternions have no inherent singularity like other representations and due to their lack of trigonometric functions in the kinematic equations, quaternions are advantageous to real-time computer operations [54]. Although spacecraft attitude may be described continuously without singularities, the primary means of controlling spacecraft are with the manipulation of the angular rates. This requires a discussion about how the application of torque affects the angular rates.
2.1.3 Kinetics

In order to manipulate the spacecraft’s angular rates, the relationship between torque, angular velocity, and acceleration must first be explored. The rotational analog to linear momentum, angular momentum \( \vec{H} \), is formulated in

\[
\vec{H} = I \vec{\omega}
\]  

(16)

where \( I \) is the vehicle’s mass moment of inertia and \( \vec{\omega} \) is the vehicle’s angular velocity [43]. The MOI is a 3x3 second-order tensor that is presented here as a matrix because the body frame has been determined. One major assumption of many satellite attitude dynamics problems is that the spacecraft is a rigid body [47]. Due to the rigid body assumption, the MOI possesses special properties. The MOI of a rigid body will not change unless it is converted to a different reference frame. Most importantly, the components of the MOI matrix are constant when written in the body frame. This is a major reason why the kinetic EOM are normally always derived in the body frame.

Typically, the MOI matrix is written in Cartesian coordinates as shown in

\[
\vec{H} = \begin{bmatrix}
I_{xx} & -I_{xy} & -I_{xz} \\
-I_{yx} & I_{yy} & -I_{yz} \\
-I_{zx} & -I_{zy} & I_{zz}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\omega_1 \\
\omega_2 \\
\omega_3
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(17)

where \( I_{xx}, I_{yy}, \) and \( I_{zz} \) are known as the scalar moments of inertia and the other terms are known as the products of inertia [23]. Refer to Kunz’s text[16] for derivations of these terms.

Newton’s second law requires that the time rate of change of momentum be computed with respect to an inertial reference frame. The rotational form of this law shown in
\[ \vec{M} = \dot{\vec{H}} = \frac{d^{(i)}}{dt}(\vec{H}) \] (18)

defines the relationship between external moments \( \vec{M} \) and the rate of change of angular momentum \( \dot{\vec{H}} \) in an inertial frame \( i \) [12]. Due to the constant nature of the MOI in the body frame, it is preferred that the derivative be taken in the body frame with respect to the inertial frame using the transport theorem which results in Euler’s equations as shown in

\[ \vec{M} = \vec{I} \dot{\vec{\omega}}^{bi} + \vec{\omega}^{bi} \times \vec{I} \vec{\omega}^{bi} \] (19)

where \( \dot{\vec{\omega}}^{bi} \) is the angular acceleration of the body frame with respect to the inertial frame [42]. Euler’s equations alongside Eq. (15) are the governing EOM for a spacecraft. External moments can be actuator torques and disturbance torques. The next section will present how internal actuators manipulate the spacecraft angular rates and can ultimately control the orientation of a spacecraft.

### 2.2 Attitude Actuators

The primary duty of the onboard actuators is to slew the satellite at desired rates or hold predetermined orientations. Common spacecraft actuators that apply an external moment to the spacecraft are thrusters and torque coils. Disturbance torques can be attributed to Earth’s magnetic field, atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, and the gravitational gradient force to name a few [43]. Although actuators that apply an external torque are useful in dispelling external disturbance torques, actuators that apply an internal torque to the spacecraft can be more useful in certain spacecraft applications.
2.2.1 Angular Momentum Exchange

When deriving Euler’s equations, it is assumed that the spacecraft is a rigid body. However, when moving actuators such as reaction wheels are placed inside the spacecraft, it clearly becomes non-rigid. In order for Euler’s equations to be valid, the angular momentum must be broken up into individual components as shown in

\[ \vec{H}_{\text{net}} = \vec{h}_{\text{body}} + \vec{h}_{\text{act}} \]  

(20)

where \( \vec{H}_{\text{net}} \) refers to the total sum of angular momentum in the spacecraft while \( \vec{h}_{\text{body}} \) and \( \vec{h}_{\text{act}} \) represents the angular momentum of the satellite and actuator, respectively [14]. Note that \( \vec{h}_{\text{act}} \) is defined at the center of mass of the actuators [20]. When placed inside the spacecraft, the acceleration of a symmetric, rotating body will produce angular torque about its axis of rotation. This torque, however, does not change the net angular momentum of the system because the actuator momentum is internal to the spacecraft [32].

2.2.2 Reaction Wheels

As shown in Fig. 7, reaction wheels typically consist of a flywheel accelerated by an electric motor. A reaction wheel can be mounted anywhere in the spacecraft and its rotational axis aligned in any direction relative to the spacecraft body reference frame [32].

The angular momentum of the wheel \( \vec{h}_{\text{rw}} \) is given by

\[ \vec{h}_{\text{act}} = \vec{h}_{\text{rw}} = D\vec{\psi} \]  

(21)

where the reaction wheel’s MOI \( D \) is multiplied by the reaction wheel’s angular velocity \( \vec{\psi} \).
The electric motor provides torque which causes the reaction wheels to accelerate at a rate of $\dot{\psi}$. This will change the angular momentum of the reaction wheels which causes an equal and opposite change in the angular momentum of the spacecraft due to conservation of angular momentum. Note that by using the parallel axis theorem, the spacecraft MOI contains both the spacecraft’s static MOI and the MOI of every actuator [14]. Also, reaction wheels are symmetric about their axis of rotation. Taking an inertial derivative of Eq. (21) and plugging into Eq. (19) yields Euler’s equations

$$\vec{M} = \vec{I} \dot{\vec{\omega}}_{bi} + \vec{\omega}_{bi} \times \vec{I} \vec{\omega}_{bi} + D \dot{\vec{\psi}} + \vec{\omega}_{bi} \times D \vec{\psi}$$

(22)

with the addition of reaction wheels [46]. Note that Eq. (22) is three equations. Full three-axis control of a spacecraft will require at least three non-coplanar reaction wheels. If only three wheels were used, it would be optimal to align each wheel with each body axis. If aligned with the body axis, each wheel can devote all of its torque to each respective body axis. However, if one wheel fails on orbit, full 3-axis control will not be available using just the remaining two reaction wheels. This gives rise
to the idea of redundancy by using more than 3 wheels to mitigate risk. The next section will discuss different types of sensors that will be used on the ADCS testbed.

2.3 Attitude Sensors

Accurate attitude knowledge is required for attitude control. Attitude sensors such as sun sensors, magnetometers, and IMUs are used to determine the spacecraft’s orientation to a fixed reference frame. Sensors are by no means perfect in their operation, and without filtering and calibration, they can be highly inaccurate. One sensor is normally insufficient for determining attitude; multiple sensors are required within attitude determination algorithms. Each sensor must be tested independently so that filtering and bias gains can be implemented before sensor outputs can be used by attitude determination algorithms. The following subsections will give a detailed description of each sensor used in the ADCS testbed as well as typical sensor accuracy and sensor faults.

2.3.1 IMU Gyroscope and Accelerometer

Typically, IMUs consist of a rate gyroscope and accelerometer but may also include a magnetometer [8]. Gyroscopes are inertial sensors that integrate an angular acceleration measurement to provide an angular velocity about sensor axes. The gyroscope is inherently noisy when outputting angular rates and typically needs filtering. The gyroscope can be used in attitude determination algorithms for a short time period. By propagating the kinematic EOM, a quaternion may be estimated. Due to the integration of noise from the angular velocity outputs, however, there can be drift in attitude knowledge over time. This drift in the current quaternion is difficult to filter but may be useful for longer periods of time by periodically resetting the reference vector for the gyroscope [12]. This can be accomplished by resetting the gy-
oscope integration based on the characterization of the attitude drift rate; the initial condition needed for integration can be obtained from the quaternion output from the external sensor determination algorithm. Accuracy for gyroscopes is typically $0.001\text{o/hr}$ but can be much higher for MEMS gyroscopes [43].

The linear accelerometer, as its name implies, measures the translational acceleration along a given axis. A simple means to test proper functionality of the accelerometer is to check the output when stationary on Earth. It should output Earth’s gravity vector along the respective axis gravity is acting upon.

### 2.3.2 Magnetometers

Magnetometers are lightweight, relatively inexpensive sensors whose purpose is to measure the magnitude and direction of Earth’s magnetic field in three-axes [53]. This magnetic field vector is provided in a magnetometer-fixed reference frame which can easily be converted to the body frame. This research effort assumes that the IMU is aligned with the ADCS testbed body frame so no additional rotation matrices are required.

Typically, the magnetic field vector is normalized due to direction being the primary need, not magnitude. Another requirement for determination is a mathematical model of Earth’s magnetic field so that the magnetic field vector in the inertial frame can be used alongside the body frame vector to estimate the attitude [12]. Note that at least one more sensor such as an accelerometer will also be needed for statistical attitude determination algorithms such as QUEST. Earth’s magnetic field, however, is subject to change and, therefore, impossible to model perfectly. Even if Earth’s magnetic field was perfectly modeled, electronics and moving actuators such as reaction wheels distort the magnetic field around them. This typically encourages satellite designers to place magnetometers on the far reaches of the satellite so distor-
tion can be minimized which can be challenging for CubeSats due to their small size and limited space for placement. Some actuators such as torque coils or rods render magnetometer readings useless when the actuator is being used [8]. Other sensors are then required when performing maneuvers with magnetic torquers. Proper testing of magnetometers is important to ensure that filters may be implemented based on the satellite’s inherent magnetic field distortions. Typical magnetometer accuracy in low earth orbit (LEO) results in attitude estimation errors on the order of $±5^\circ$ [43]. This estimation error is mostly due to inaccuracies in the magnetic field model and imperfect knowledge of the satellite’s actual location. Using calibrated sensor readings from the accelerometer and magnetometer, the QUEST algorithm can produce accurate quaternion estimates. The next section will give a detailed description of the attitude determination process.

2.4 Attitude Determination

Attitude determination of any spacecraft is performed by calculating a quaternion estimate from multiple sensor inputs. Modern satellite attitude determination typically uses statistical determination algorithms instead of deterministic algorithms because deterministic algorithms can only implement measurements from two sensors and it typically assumes one sensor is completely accurate. Furthermore, standard deterministic algorithms, such as the Triad algorithm typically results in lower accuracy ratings than statistical methods [12]. These reasons make statistical methods desirable, and will be the focus of this section. While there are many statistical attitude determination algorithms, the QUEST algorithm will be the specific focus due to its ability to account for multiple sensor inputs [12]. Calibration methods and smoothing filters of sensors are generally needed before inputting a sensor output into QUEST to reduce noise and inaccuracy. These methods will also be discussed in detail.
2.4.1 Calibration Methods

As mentioned in the previous section, sensor outputs tend to be biased and noisy. Figure 8 shows three sinusoidal outputs, one representing the actual sinusoid, one representing a noisy, biased signal, and the other representing a noisy, bias corrected sensor output.

![Biased Sensor Correction](image)

Bias in sensors is normally very easy to determine experimentally [51]. To determine the bias, the average sensor reading must be subtracted from the truth reading. Figure 8 shows that this technique shifts the biased signal sensor to a signal that has a closer mean to the truth signal. Many different algorithms exist for filtering noise. One type of filter uses a “moving average” mathematical technique that will smooth the curve by ridding the data of outliers. This simple filter averages surrounding data points so that outliers are deleted; this essentially rids the signal of noise. The mathematical formula for a moving average filter is shown in

\[
y(i) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} x(i)
\]  

(23)
where $y(i)$ is the output signal, $x(i)$ is the input signal, and $M$ is the number of points used to take the average [34]. Figure 9 demonstrates the usefulness of the “moving average” filter.

![Figure 9. Moving Average Filter with Bias Calibration](image)

Notice how well the filtered signal reduces the preceding noise. The more $M$ is increased in Eq. (23), the smoother the curve. The trade off, however, is that the filtered signal will lose accuracy, so there is some iteration when choosing the number of points to take with the average. This can be accomplished by calculating metric values of error from corresponding values of $M$. Other types of filters that can be compared to the “moving average” filter are polynomial fits using a least squares estimator. Many proven algorithms exist to solve a polynomial curve given noisy data [19]. Typically, these filters can be smoother than a “moving average” filter because the end result is a continuous polynomial. Filtering may seem straight-forward, but calibration can be frustrating unless a robust algorithm is written to handle noisy data. For example, Earth’s magnetic field is not constant in a satellite’s orbit. A Helmholtz cage control system is a method to simulate different orbits by changing the magnetic field inside the cage [8]. Many iterations must be performed of simulating
the satellite through an entire orbit with the predicted magnetic field. Filtering the measured magnetometer data may be more difficult because the magnetic field is not constant. Furthermore, actuators on board such as reaction wheels and torque coils will change the magnetic field around the spacecraft, which could cause inaccuracies within the filter. These magnetic field changes could change the bias term that was added to the magnetometer, which would in turn cause the smoothing filter to yield inaccurate results. Once sensor data is properly calibrated, it must be converted to a quaternion for attitude determination which is done via the QUEST algorithm that will be discussed in detail in the next section.

### 2.4.2 QUEST Algorithm [12]

The various sensors we have discussed output measurements in their respective sensor frames which must be related to estimates in the inertial frame. Conversion from the sensor frame $\vec{v}_s$ to the body frame $\vec{v}_b$ is mathematically described as

$$\vec{v}_b = R^{bs}\vec{v}_s$$

(24)

while the relationship between the body frame vector and the inertial frame vector is

$$\vec{v}_b = R^{bi}\vec{v}_i$$

(25)

where $\vec{v}_i$ is the sensor vector represented in the inertial frame. The sensor’s output vector can be quickly converted to the body frame based on the fixed geometry of the spacecraft using $R^{bs}$. The inertial frame vector is typically calculated based on a mathematical model. For example, the Earth’s magnetic field is mathematically modeled for a specific orbit and can be calculated based on position within that orbit [12]. This research effort will use a near constant magnetic field so that the
A mathematical model of the inertial reference frame is not needed. To estimate the attitude, $R_{bi}$ is needed so that it may recover the Euler angles or be converted to a quaternion. Estimating the attitude with this formula, however, proves to be difficult with multiple sensor inputs. This is due to the fact that the problem becomes overdetermined when there are two or more sensors, and $R_{bi}$ cannot satisfy every sensor measurement. One way to alleviate this problem is to introduce Wahba’s loss function $J$ shown in

$$J = \sum_{k=1}^{N} w_{k}(1 - \vec{v}_{k}^T R_{bi} \vec{v}_{ki})$$

(26)

where $w_{k}$ is the measurement weight, and $\vec{v}_{k}$ and $\vec{v}_{ki}$ are the $k^{th}$ sensor vector in their respective frames [8]. Note that $w_{k}$ is equal for all sensors used in this research effort and is equal to one. More robust uses of $w_{k}$ could include a look-up table based on the accuracy of sensors for certain maneuvers. An example would be to set the $w_{k}$ corresponding to the magnetometer to zero when using torque coils or rods. Minimizing Eq. (26) is equivalent to maximizing the negative of its derivative demonstrated by

$$g = \sum_{k=1}^{N} w_{k} \vec{v}_{k}^T R_{bi} \vec{v}_{ki}$$

(27)

where $g$ is the scalar gain function to be maximized. The problem must be converted to quaternions, which means a constraint will be added to the system. The algorithm now becomes a static optimization problem with one equality constraint as shown in

$$g = \vec{q}^T K \vec{q}$$

(28)

$$\vec{q}^T \vec{q} = I$$

(29)
where $K$ is a matrix defining the gain function in terms of quaternions [31]. Note that $I$ is the identity matrix.

With the addition of an equality constraint, a way to solve the static optimization problem will be to include a Lagrange multiplier. This constitutes a new gain function

$$g = q^T K q - \lambda q^T q$$

where $\lambda$ is a Lagrange multiplier. To maximize this function, the derivative must be taken so that $K$ can be calculated. The derivative of Eq. (30) becomes an Eigenvalue problem as shown in

$$Kq = \lambda q$$

where replacing $\lambda$ for $K$ and simplifying yields

$$g = \lambda_{\text{max}}$$

where the largest Eigenvalue of $K$ maximizes the gain function. Since $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ maximizes Eq. (27), the corresponding Eigenvector of this value is the optimal estimate of the current quaternion [12]. Although this gives an optimal estimate of the quaternion, solving the Eigenvalue problem is computationally intensive for an on-board computer; modifications to the algorithm must be made to create a more efficient way to solve the problem with little loss to accuracy. Since the solution to the optimization problem is known, Eq. (27) can be rearranged as

$$\lambda_{\text{max}} = \sum_{k=1}^{N} w_k - J$$

so that $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ can be calculated without solving the Eigenvalue problem. Since the optimal Eigenvalue is being solved, the value of $J$ should be very small. To ease
computation, $J$ is eliminated so that the equation becomes

$$\lambda_{\text{max}} \approx \sum_{k=1}^{N} w_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (34)

The corresponding Eigenvector must now be calculated without solving the Eigenvalue/Eigenvector problem. An efficient way to perform this is to convert the quaternion using

$$p = \frac{q}{q_4} = a \ast \tan \frac{\phi}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

where $p$ is the Rodriguez parameters. Eq. (35) can be rearranged to result in

$$p = [(\lambda_{\text{max}} + \sigma)I - S]^{-1}Z$$  \hspace{1cm} (36)

where $S$, and $Z$ are QUEST sub-matrices. Note that $I$ is the identity matrix. Instead of computing the inverse operation, simply rearrange Eq. (36) into the familiar $Ax = b$ and solve using Gaussian elimination from

$$[(\lambda_{\text{max}} + \sigma)I - S]p = Z$$  \hspace{1cm} (37)

so the Rodriguez parameters can be calculated. The Rodriguez parameters shown in

$$q_{4 \times 1} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + p^T p}} \begin{bmatrix} p \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (38)

can then be converted into a quaternion.

The QUEST algorithm is one of the most efficient ways to estimate attitude using multiple sensors at once. It is the primary estimation algorithm on board the ADCS testbed. With proper sensor calibration and the use of QUEST, quaternion outputs should be accurate and relatively smooth. The next section will discuss satellite
control theory and control laws.

2.5 Attitude Control

Attitude control is mainly concerned with minimizing the error between the spacecraft’s desired and current orientations. Closed-loop control can be achieved by computing accurate attitude command torques from error, error rate, and the integral of the error. The torques can only be computed from a control law that inputs the quaternion error. The non-linear quaternion error must be used inside a linear operating range so that linear controllers such as proportional-integral-derivative (PID) may be used effectively. The spacecraft EOM must also be linearized. This can be performed by manipulating the control input using feedback linearization.

2.5.1 Quaternion Error

Quaternion error can be thought of as the difference between the desired and present quaternion. Quaternions cannot be simply subtracted from each other. Matrix multiplication is required to accomplish this. The quaternion error vector $\bar{q}_e$ and the commanded quaternion $\bar{q}_c$ are related with the present quaternion ($\bar{q}_p$) as shown in

$$\bar{q}_p = \begin{bmatrix} q_4c & -q_3c & q_2c & q_1c \\ q_3c & q_1c & -q_4c & q_2c \\ -q_2c & q_1c & q_4c & q_3c \\ -q_1c & -q_2c & -q_3c & q_4c \end{bmatrix} \quad \bar{q}_e = \tilde{M}(\bar{q}_c)\bar{q}_e \quad (39)$$

where $\tilde{M}(\bar{q}_c)$ is orthonormal and normally called the “transmuted quaternion” matrix [39]. Since the quaternion error is what will be inputted into the controller, Eq. (39) must be rearranged as
\[ \bar{q}_e = (\bar{M}(\bar{q}_e))^{-1} \bar{q}_p = (\bar{M}(\bar{q}_e))^T \bar{q}_p \]  

(40)

to solve for \( \bar{q}_e \).

### 2.5.2 Linearized Quaternion Error

Quaternion error is inherently non-linear with respect to the Eigenangle \( \phi \) from Section 2.1.2.2. Eqs. (7)-(10) present the non-linear relationship between the quaternion and \( \phi \) due to the sine function. Due to the non-linear relationship, linear control of the spacecraft may provide erroneous results outside of a linear operating range [14]. To discover this range, the quaternions are linearized about \( \phi = 0 \) as shown in

\[ q_1 = \hat{a}_1 \sin \left( \frac{\phi}{2} \right) \approx \hat{a}_1 \frac{\phi}{2} \]  

(41)

\[ q_2 = \hat{a}_2 \sin \left( \frac{\phi}{2} \right) \approx \hat{a}_2 \frac{\phi}{2} \]  

(42)

\[ q_3 = \hat{a}_3 \sin \left( \frac{\phi}{2} \right) \approx \hat{a}_3 \frac{\phi}{2} \]  

(43)

\[ q_4 = \cos \left( \frac{\phi}{2} \right) \approx 1 \]  

(44)

Figure 10 graphically illustrates the non-linear portions, \( \sin \left( \frac{\phi}{2} \right) \) and \( \cos \left( \frac{\phi}{2} \right) \), vs. the linearized portions, \( \frac{\phi}{2} \) and 1. Figure 10 also demonstrates that the linearized range is \( \pm 0.6^\circ \) accurate for \( q_{1,2,3} \) for \( \pm 0.6 \) radians, which is about \( \pm 35^\circ \). The accuracy range of \( q_4 \), however, is \( \pm 0.2 \) radians or \( \pm 12^\circ \). Using linearized quaternions assumes linear control. Every system, especially spacecraft, has non-linear qualities. The next section will discuss a proper way to linearize the EOM.
2.5.3 Feedback Linearization

The non-linear, kinematic EOM were discussed in Sections 2.1.3 and 2.2.2. Starting with Eq. (22) restated here:

\[
\vec{M} = I \ddot{\vec{ω}}_{bi} + \vec{ω}_{bi} \times I \vec{ω}_{bi} + D \vec{ψ} + \vec{ω}_{bi} \times D \vec{ψ}
\]  

(45)

If \(\vec{M}\) is set to 0 (i.e. no external torques), and Eq. (45) is solved for \(\dot{\vec{ω}}_{bi}\), then the new kinematic EOM become

\[
\dot{\vec{ω}}_{bi} = -I^{-1}(\vec{ω}^x I \vec{ω} + \vec{ω}^x D \vec{ψ} + D \vec{ψ})
\]  

(46)

where Eq. (46) can be linearized effectively using feedback linearization. Feedback linearization for multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems is typically performed by dynamic inversion. Dynamic inversion uses feedback to linearize the system to be controlled so that desired dynamic properties such as asymptotic stability can be achieved [27]. Performing this operation requires the system dynamics to be in the ‘controllability canonical form’. This form completely separates dynamics that are
not attached to the input; resulting in two separate functions as shown in

\[ x^n = f(x) + g(x)u \]  \hspace{1cm} (47)

where \( x^n \) is the state derivative of order \( n \), \( u \) is the input or control for the system, and \( f(x) \) and \( g(x) \) are non-linear functions of the states [33]. By simply choosing \( u \) to cancel out the non-linear functions of the dynamics, the general solution for any \( u \) is

\[ u = \frac{1}{g(x)}[v - f(x)] \]  \hspace{1cm} (48)

where \( v \) is now the linear control law demonstrated by

\[ v = x_d - k_0x - k_1\dot{x} - \ldots - k_{n-1}x^{n-1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (49)

for tracking a desired state \( x_d \) [33]. Plugging \( u \) back into Eq. (47) will yield

\[ x^n = v \]  \hspace{1cm} (50)

which results in linear dynamics. Applying dynamic inversion to Euler’s equations follows this format easily since it is already in controllability canonical form. Remembering that \( \vec{\psi} \) is the reaction wheel control, Eq. (45) is already in the proper form to use dynamic inversion. Rearranging Eq. (47), the controllability canonical form becomes

\[ \dot{\vec{\omega}}^{bi} = \mathbf{I}^{-1}(\vec{\omega}^{x}\vec{\omega} - \vec{\omega}^{x}\vec{h}_{act} - \dot{\vec{h}}_{act}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (51)

where solving for \( \dot{\vec{h}}_{act} \) will result in the following control law:
\[
\hat{h}_{\text{act}} = \vec{v} - \vec{\omega}^x \vec{I} \vec{\omega} + \vec{\omega}^x \hat{h}_{\text{act}}
\]  

(52)

Plugging Eq. (52) into Eq. (51) results in the linearized dynamics that follow [40]:

\[
\hat{\omega}^{bi} = \mathbf{I}^{-1}(\vec{\omega}^x \vec{I} \vec{\omega} + \vec{\omega}^x \hat{h}_{\text{act}} + \vec{v} - \vec{\omega}^x \vec{I} \vec{\omega} - \vec{\omega}^x \hat{h}_{\text{act}}) = \mathbf{I}^{-1} \vec{v}
\]  

(53)

The ability to choose the new control \( v \) is very powerful considering that linear control theory is well established and understood. The next section will detail the PID control technique, which is the primary control law used in this research effort.

### 2.5.4 Proportional-Integral-Derivative Control

PID controllers are one of the most widely used controllers; more than half of all industrial controllers today use PID or modified PID controllers [24]. PID controllers are useful for systems with poorly understood dynamics and where analytical control approaches fail due to a lack of an accurate model. This approach is typically good for asymptotic stability and tuning response parameters, but not useful for optimal control problems such as minimizing time or power [24]. The typical PID controller operates on the angle error \( \theta_e \) and its derivative to calculate the commanded torque \( \tau_c \) that modifies the input into the “System”. Figure 11 outlines a PID controller block diagram.

The controller begins by calculating the difference between the current angle \( \theta \) and commanded angle \( \theta_c \) which results in the angle error \( \theta_e \). Next, \( \theta_e \) is split three ways and is manipulated by each segment of the controller; the separate paths are then summed to produce \( \theta_c \) which is fed back to recalculate \( \theta_e \). The proportional gain \( K_p \) simply multiplies \( \theta_e \) by a positive constant. Increasing \( K_p \) results in reducing response times, but consequently, results in larger overshoots and longer settling.
times. Depending on the system, high gain values of $K_p$ can cause the system to become unstable.

The integral error is calculated by integrating $\theta_e$. The integral error is scaled by the integral gain $K_i$. This control will act similarly to a proportional controller during the transient response, but more importantly, it is used to correct steady-state error within the system. If the actual output is steady but not at the desired value, the integral error will become very large over a long period of time. This causes a torque that should correct the steady-state error. The trade-off with using integral control is the increased response that is seen from the proportional control due to integral wind-up. Integral wind-up is “caused by large changes in error over short time periods, with finite control or limited control due to saturation, as produced when changing the desired state” [14]. While the error is corrected, the integrator winds up by accumulating error. This will cause the integral error to unwind, inducing oscillations that can increase transient response speed and settling time. Using integral control has problems for systems with limited control capability. Large error may cause control saturation, which would harm system response.

The final part of the PID controller is derivative control. This control acts differently than the other two due to its purpose to impede system response. The gain
value for derivative control $K_d$ can be thought of as a damping term that reduces overshoot caused by large gain values of $K_p$ and $K_i$. Derivative control, like the other gains, has drawbacks. Since the error rate is being used to generate $\theta_c$, outputs tend to be noisier. The ADCS testbed digitally computes the error rate $\dot{\theta}_e$ which results in a noisy output. Taking a discrete derivative of $\theta_e$ will result in

$$\dot{\theta}_e = \frac{\theta_{ei} - \theta_{ei-1}}{\Delta T} \tag{54}$$

where $\Delta T$ is the time step. Taking a discrete derivative will typically result in a large amount of noise for the estimated $\dot{\theta}_e$ because the derivative is only an approximation. By using a direct angular velocity measurement from a gyroscope, angular velocity error noise can be reduced by avoiding taking a discrete derivative. If error rates produce too much noise, it could cause system instability with higher $K_d$.

The addition of these terms shown in

$$\bar{v} = \tau_c = K_p\theta_e + K_d\dot{\theta}_e + K_i \int_0^t \theta_e \tag{55}$$

are used to calculate $\tau_c$. The control law discovered from dynamic inversion $\bar{v}$ can be equated to $\tau_c$ to form the linear PID control law. Thus the closed loop dynamics of the spacecraft become

$$\dot{\omega}^{bi} = \mathbf{I}^{-1}(K_p\theta_e + K_d\dot{\theta}_e + K_i \int_0^t \theta_e) \tag{56}$$

where $\mathbf{I}^{-1}$ remains in the control law. To counteract this, $\mathbf{I}^{-1}$ will be inverted to the left side of the equation which results in

$$\mathbf{I} \dot{\omega}^{bi} = K_p\theta_e + K_d\dot{\theta}_e + K_i \int_0^t \theta_e \tag{57}$$

which is the final closed loop dynamics using the PID control law [40].
Many common spacecraft PID control laws are found in literature such as Sidi [32] and Wie [54]. Once the PID law has been established, PID tuning must take place to produce the desired step response. The gain tuning process for the PID controller on-board the ADCS testbed will be detailed in Section 3.5.7.

2.6 Literature Review

The following subsections detail previous work related to this research effort. The section will start with a discussion about satellite simulators. The section continues by surveying other universities and their research with CubeSat testbeds that include a Helmholtz cage and air bearing. The second part of this section will include other tests performed using an air bearing or Helmholtz cage that are of interest to this research effort. Finally, the latter part of the section will discuss the starting point of AFIT’s CubeSat testbed and ADCS testbed.

2.6.1 AFIT’s Satellite Simulator

Before satellite simulators, the method to test satellite capability was to either run simulations with a model or test the satellite while in orbit. Satellite simulators represent a cheaper way of testing hardware in the loop (HIL) systems to model uncertainties and characterize performance that computational models may not be able to do. AFIT’s satellite simulator (Fig. 12) has been used since 1999 to develop satellite hardware, software, and attitude control algorithms [20]. Others have also successfully implemented satellite simulators such as the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) [21] and the Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) [25]. Satellite simulators have successfully given designers the opportunity to test new hardware, software, and algorithms that otherwise would only had been performed with the use of models or tested in orbit.
2.6.2 CubeSat Testbeds

CubeSat testbeds take existing ideas of testing hardware, software, and algorithms on satellite simulators and apply them to CubeSats. The main idea behind a CubeSat testbed is to be able to test CubeSat ADCS to gain accurate HIL data that validates performance. Three universities who have developed CubeSat testbeds are presented in the following subsections.

2.6.2.1 Naval Postgraduate School

The Naval Postgraduate School claims to have designed the first ever CubeSat three-axis simulator (CubeTAS) [21]. The CubeTAS testbed consists of typical ADCS components such as reaction wheels, a sun sensor, an IMU, and torque coils [5]. The air bearing has a custom made automatic mass balancing system that is used to align the center of mass and center of rotation, which would eliminate gravitational torque so three-axis control can be tested. The testbed also includes a Helmholtz cage for three-axis magnetic field control inside the cage [5]. The CubeTAS, air bearing, and Helmholtz cage are shown in Fig. 13. With gravitational torques removed, a three-axis stabilization maneuver was successfully performed where convergence on
the desired angle occurred at around 120 seconds. NPS plans to use CubeTAS to give engineering students hands on experience of nanosatellite ADCS design and test. Future work for NPS includes the validation of attitude control techniques with the use of magnetic control torques such as momentum dumping of the reaction wheels and detumbling maneuvers [6].

Figure 13. CubeTAS Simulator at the Spacecraft Robotics Laboratory of the NPS [6]

2.6.2.2 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) has successfully built a CubeSat testbed consisting of a Helmholtz cage and spherical air bearing. Initial calibration of the cage produced good results that led MIT to think that their CubeSat testbed will be used to test the ADCS of small satellites in the future [26]. MicroMAS is a CubeSat currently being developed, and ADCS testing is planned to be performed inside MIT’s CubeSat testbed. MicroMAS will be equipped with reaction wheels and torque coils which makes it similar to actuator choices on AFIT’s 6U CubeSat [2]. MIT is also planning other CubeSats to be tested using this testbed. To the author’s knowledge, no testing of MicroMAS or other CubeSats using this CubeSat testbed has occurred.
2.6.2.3 Istanbul Technical University

Istanbul Technical University (ITU) currently has an integrated air bearing table inside a Helmholtz cage. A student group at ITU was tasked with the development of the ITU PSAT II, a nano-satellite that requires three-axis control [50]. The students designed software in the loop (SIL) simulations that showed that the hardware was capable of achieving three-axis control and developed the simulation steps necessary to begin HIL testing [50]. Future work for ITU will be the ADCS testing of PSAT II using their CubeSAT testbed. To the author’s knowledge, testing of PSAT II has not yet been performed using ITU’s CubeSat testbed.

2.6.3 CubeSat Testbed Experiments

CubeSat testbeds are relatively new, and testing actual CubeSat hardware with CubeSat testbeds is difficult to find due to limited available literature. Many people have written papers on CubeSat ADCS algorithms for estimation and control and simulated results using models while very few have performed actual HIL testing inside the CubeSat testbed to validate simulation. The lack of literature on this subject becomes even more limited with reaction wheel testing in a CubeSat testbed. The following subsections discuss tests that have been performed inside and outside a CubeSat testbed.

2.6.3.1 University of Arkansas Attitude Control Testing

An older method of performing ADCS testing on the ground is to hang the CubeSat by a wire. This suspension in mid-air rids the CubeSat of all disturbance torques from friction but still leaves a small torque because of wind up from the wire. The University of Arkansas (UA) created a low cost air bearing to test a 3U CubeSat’s reaction wheels. The ADCS consisted of a PD controller where the desired torque is
sent to the reaction wheels. The controller was first designed in MATLAB Simulink along with attitude knowledge using an IMU [28]. Problems with the air bearing forced UA to test the ADCS by using a wire. Reaction wheel testing showed that the ADCS could point to close to one degree of accuracy even with a disturbance torque caused by the test set-up. The tests concluded that under one degree of pointing could be achieved with COTS components [28].

2.6.3.2 California Polytechnic State University Magnetometer Calibration

At California Polytechnic State University (CPSU), a graduate student worked on calibrating and testing the magnetometers that were to be installed on CPSU CubeSats with the use of a Helmholtz cage. The magnetometer was placed inside the Helmholtz cage, and the Helmholtz cage simulated a rotation about the z-axis to test the x- and y-axes sensors and a rotation about the x-axis to test the y- and z-axes sensors [10]. The maximum magnetic field strength tested was 50,000 nT which equates to 500 mG. After using a linear filter and accounting for magnetic field distortions caused by the CubeSat bus, estimation accuracy from the magnetometer was on the order of 0.2°. It is noted that the student filtered the magnetometer in two different field strengths, and the estimation accuracy was better with the stronger field [10].

2.6.3.3 York University Attitude Control Testing

York University created a CubeSat testbed meant for 1U CubeSats, which consists of a spherical air bearing. The air bearing provides full three degrees of freedom, and the platform includes a mass balancing system [17]. Note that York does not have a Helmholtz cage as part of their CubeSat testbed. The 1U CubeSat was successfully
implemented onto the air bearing, and single-axis control was tested about the \(z\)-axis. Two different controllers were tested: a PID controller and a non-linear controller. The PID controller gave pointing accuracy about the \(z\)-axis on the order of 5°. Note that the \(x\)- and \(y\)-axes were not stabilized and had angle error as well. The non-linear controller produced better pointing accuracy on the order of 1°. Note that simulation from a model provided York with pointing accuracy predictions of less than 0.09°; this predicted value from simulation did not match actual data from the air bearing. Future work includes the addition of a Helmholtz cage for magnetic control tests [17].

2.6.4 AFIT’s CubeSat Testbed and ADCS Testbed Starting Point

At the start of this research effort, AFIT’s CubeSat testbed was composed of a fully functional Helmholtz cage and air bearing. Work had been performed by previous students to ensure AFIT’s CubeSat testbed worked properly, namely Brewer [3] for the Helmholtz cage and Dannemeyer [8] for validation of the air bearings operational capabilities. The four wheel RWA was used by Dannemeyer and is discussed further in Section 3.2.2.

Dannemeyer continued her research effort by creating a MATLAB Simulink diagram of the ADCS testbed. The diagram shown in Fig. 14 is not complete but has the capability to implement actuators such as torque coils and reaction wheels with a de-tumbling algorithm. The algorithm is also capable of implementing orbital information using the Satellite Tool Kit (STK). This orbit information couples with the World Magnetic Model (WMM) Simulink block to calculate the expected magnetic field while in orbit. The model can also implement scenarios with the loss of a reaction wheel, and a momentum dumping algorithm exists. The model’s downside is that it does not incorporate sensor noise or external disturbance torques.

The MATLAB Simulink model was converted to C code and utilized by the ADCS
testbed. The conversion was not perfect and software issues arose. Time was spent redesigning and debugging to facilitate operational code. The ADCS testbed was tested atop the air bearing at the end of her research effort as shown in Fig. 15. Pointing accuracy of the ADCS testbed when inside AFIT’s CubeSat testbed resulted in pointing errors around ±20° while estimation accuracy was ±3°. At the time, the ADCS algorithm could only update at 1 Hz due to limitations with the ADCS task configuration; the ADCS algorithm update speed and the Simulink diagram conversion to C code was one of the causes of the pointing performance of the ADCS testbed. Another problem that existed was the lack of magnetometer and gyroscope filtering.

After Dannmeyer graduated, Lippert and Dicks, an AFIT contractor and undergraduate student at Cedarville University working as an intern, were successfully able to run the ADCS algorithms at 10 Hz. This faster update speed meant that more precise control could be achieved. Brewer, Dannemeyer, Lippert, and Dicks laid the
groundwork in creating a functional testbed. Without their dedication and work to the ADCS and CubeSat testbeds, I could not have accomplished the work described in this thesis.

2.7 Chapter Summary

Chapter II covered the background information and related research necessary to perform this research effort. The chapter began by defining many different coordinate frames used in this research effort. The EOM that describe rotation matrices, Euler angles, Eigenaxis rotations, and quaternions were explained in detail. Attitude dynamics were then separated and formulated into the kinematic and kinetic EOM. The chapter continued with an explanation of angular momentum exchange and how attitude actuators can be used to manipulate the kinetic EOM. The different attitude sensors used in this research effort were then discussed in detail. The next part of the chapter sought to demonstrate the process of attitude determination. This started with an explanation of bias calibration and noise filtering and ended with a detailed description of the QUEST algorithm. Attitude control was discussed next in the
chapter. The quaternion error was calculated, and the effects of linearizing this error were discussed. Secondly, feedback linearization, specifically the dynamic inversion technique, was used to rid the kinetic EOM of any non-linearities so that linear control could be accomplished effectively. PID controllers were derived and implemented in the closed loop dynamics of the kinetic EOM. Finally, a literature review detailing CubeSat testbeds from other universities, specific tests that have been performed on CubeSats through the use of Helmholtz cages and air bearings, and a description of the starting point of this research effort was discussed. The overview and testing of the ADCS testbed, including actuator selection, sensor selection, AFIT’s CubeSat testbed, and test plans will be discussed in Chapter III.
III. Development and Test Methodology

Chapter III will describe in detail the hardware and testing methodologies applied to the 6U ADCS. The first part of the chapter will discuss the AFIT CubeSat test bed which includes AFIT’s Helmholtz cage and air bearing. Next, specific sensor and actuator choices for the ADCS test bed will be presented as well as their quoted specifications. The software configuration of the ADCS test bed circuit board and algorithms will also be illustrated. Finally, the chapter presents the experiments for testing the ADCS test bed functionality and performance inside the AFIT CubeSat test bed.

3.1 AFIT’s CubeSat Test Bed

The AFIT CubeSat test bed shown in Fig. 16 includes multiple hardware testing devices that helps mimic a few aspects of an on orbit environment. First, a Helmholtz cage is used to simulate Earth’s magnetic field in any orbit while the air bearing provides a near frictionless rotational environment for satellite attitude maneuvers. A description of the Helmholtz cage and air bearing are detailed in the following subsections.

3.1.1 Helmholtz Cage

A Helmholtz cage, named after German scientist Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894), is a device capable of controlling the magnetic field inside the cage. To ensure 3-axis control of the Helmholtz cage, three orthogonal pairs of Helmholtz coils should be utilized. Helmholtz coils consist of two coils parallel to each other with each coil consisting of $N$ wrappings. A magnetic field $B$ will be produced as current $I$ passes through the coil pair [3]. Helmholtz cages are available commercially, and many
universities have built their own for ADCS development. For further references on AFIT’s and other universities’ Helmholtz cages, refer to Dannemeyer [8] and Brewer [3]. The AFIT Helmholtz cage (Fig. 17) is capable of producing $\pm 2$ Gauss in the $x$-, $y$- and $z$-axes.

The Helmholtz cage, while very useful, can still not produce a perfectly uniform magnetic field inside the cage. Prior research at AFIT, however, determined that magnetic field variations inside the cage are negligible [3]; for this reason, any minor variations inside the cage will be considered negligible when analyzing magnetometer data for this research effort. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, magnetometer testing using a constant magnetic field does not represent a changing magnetic field seen while orbiting Earth. The Helmholtz cage has been successfully controlled by the STK which is a software package used to simulate and model satellites and their
orbits and other various platforms. A specific program inside the STK is the Space Environment and Effects Tool (SEET); this tool can simulate the magnetic field at any given point in a satellite’s orbit. The IMU can then be tested in a real time orbit simulation of the magnetic field they will experience. This can further validate the magnetometers for space readiness by testing them in a constantly changing magnetic field.

3.1.2 Air Bearing

To properly test the ADCS in a terrestrial environment, minimizing friction is a necessity. Mechanically, friction can be minimized through the use of an air bearing. The air bearing separates two surfaces by a thin layer of compressed air supplied by one of the surfaces. This provides a near frictionless surface that is the preferred testing platform for ADCS development [29]. While there are many types of air bearings, this research effort will use a hemi-spherical air bearing (illustrated in Fig. 18) which
grants 360° range of motion to the z-axis while the other two axes are only able to achieve less than 90° range of motion.

![Figure 18. Spherical Air-Bearing][20]

While the spherical design grants a sufficient range of motion for three-axis testing, there is not an easily implemented platform for the ADCS test bed placement. To counteract this problem, the sphere is essentially cut in half, leaving a flat surface upon which the ADCS test bed may be placed. Illustrated in Fig. 19, the tabletop design has limited range of motion in the x- and y-axes to roughly 60°.

AFIT’s tabletop design extends the flat part of the sphere outward so that it may hold larger objects such as 6 and 12U chassis as shown in Fig. 20. The air bearing is created between the hemi-sphere and the ports on the opposing surface that jettison air to create the near-frictionless effect. The delrin ring contacts the air bearing when the air bearing is not being used (see Fig. 20). This contact also centers the bearing when lowered.

Balancing the test stand, which includes the hemi-sphere, loading surface, and ADCS test bed, is the most difficult challenge when preparing the air bearing for testing ADCS. While near frictionless, the air bearing is still subject to disturbance
torques caused by air movement, magnetic fields, and gravity [8]. Other disturbance torques may be caused by wires attached to the ADCS test stand so wireless telemetry, tracking, and command system is required. Although these torques may be impossible to eliminate completely, minimizing gravitational disturbance torques can be achieved. The tabletop air bearing presents an interesting problem due to the alignment of the load surface’s COM and the air bearing’s center of rotation (COR). An unstable system occurs when the COM is above the COR whereas the system is stable when the reverse is true. When the COR is coincident with the COM, the loading surface can stay at any desired orientation. This precise placement, however, is not entirely necessary for control of the $z$-axis because gravitational torques do not affect movement about the $z$-axis. This research effort will ensure that the COM is closely aligned, not coincident, with the COR. This will ensure stability about the $x$- and $y$-axes so that $z$-axis control can be properly tested.
Figure 20. AFIT’s CubeSat Air Bearing

3.2 ADCS Test Bed Sensor and Actuator

This section will cover the ADCS test bed sensor and actuator choices. The primary sensor used during this research effort was an IMU containing a gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer. The primary actuator used was a RWA that consists of four reaction wheels.

3.2.1 IMU Selection

The IMU that was chosen for the 6U ADCS is the Analog Devices High Precision Tri-Axis IMU ADIS 16405 model. This provides a simple to use device that is compact and cost effective compared to other IMUs. The maximum rate range is $\pm 75 \, ^\circ/\text{sec}$ for the gyroscope, $\pm 18 \, \text{g’s}$ for the accelerometer, and $\pm 2.5 \, \text{Gauss}$ for the magnetometer. The gyroscope has $0.05^\circ/\text{sec}$ of precision while the magnetometer has $0.5 \, \text{mG}$ of precision. Note that the gyroscopic drift rate from integrating the angular velocity output is not needed because the gyroscope was not used in attitude estimation. A temperature sensor is also on board as well as a digital to analog converter (DAC) [9]. The IMU measures in at $23 \, \text{mm} \times 23 \, \text{mm} \times 23 \, \text{mm}$ as shown in Fig. 21. Detailed
descriptions of the functionality of the gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer are included in Section 2.3.

![Figure 21. ADIS Model 16405 IMU](image)

### 3.2.2 AFIT’s Reaction Wheel Array Design

The ADCS test bed houses a 4-wheel pyramid RWA which includes by design redundancy in case of the loss of power to one wheel as shown in Fig. 22. The most significant flaw in the design was that the RWA could not survive spacecraft qualification testing which means that it would may not function properly once deployed into space from the launch vehicle [13]. The design, however, has low friction and redundancy, making this RWA very useful in a lab setting for attitude control.

Since the RWA design is not aligned with the body frame, a 4x3 torque mapping matrix will be required to account for each of the four reaction wheels. This matrix will map a torque vector from the body frame to each reaction wheel. Figure 23 illustrates the RWA coordinate system and the angles, $\alpha$ and $\beta$, between the RWA coordinate frame and the body frame. Note that $\alpha$ is 45, 135, 225, and 315° for the $x$-axis for wheels 2, 3, 4, and 1, respectively while $\beta$ is 45° for the $y$-axis. Also note that the principle body axes of the ADCS test bed and reaction wheels are coincident.
The mapping matrix discussed is shown in Dannemeyer [8]. Since control of just the $z$-axis is desired, then the torque output to each reaction wheel is exactly the same as shown in

$$\tau_w = \tau \cos \beta$$

(58)

where $\tau_w$ is the scalar torque of the respective reaction wheel and $\tau$ is the torque in the $z$-axis from the ADCS PID controller.
Because the motors are not encased, the magnetic fields from the motors can cause distortions to the magnetometer in the IMU which is only centimeters away. This requires extra filtering which is detailed in Section 4.2.3.

Although there are four reaction wheels available, only three will be used during this research effort because the motor controller board currently being used has the ability to only handle three reaction wheels. This leaves one reaction wheel unused which will limit total angular momentum storage, torque output, and control authority. This research effort desires to create a single-axis control system by giving the same control input shown in Eq. (58) to each reaction wheel motor. This means that the $x$- and $y$-axes will not be controlled; this control usage along with only using the three reaction wheels will result in a non-linear coupling that causes a nutation as the ADCS test bed slews about the $z$-axis. The nutations will be small, and it will not effect the stability of the ADCS test bed in any of the body axes due to the alignment of the ADCS test bed’s COM with the air bearing’s COR. To have a three-axis controlled system, the control algorithm will need to be updated to implement torques that handle the nutations about the $x$- and $y$-axes. The hardware configuration of the ADCS test bed will be discussed next.

3.3 Hardware Configuration

The following sections detail an explanation of the required circuit boards on-board the ADCS test bed (Fig. 24): this includes the ADCS, CDH, and EPS circuit boards.

The ADCS has a motor controller daughter board, the CDH uses WiFly capability, and the EPS board contains the battery pack. The stacks that were created and implemented into the 6U chassis will also be discussed. The ADCS implementation inside AFIT’s CubeSat test bed will be analyzed as a whole. Finally, the MOI in the
z-axis of the ADCS test bed and loading surface will be properly measured.

### 3.3.1 ADCS Board

The ADCS board used for the ADCS test bed customized at AFIT (Fig. 25) can interface with all required ADCS test bed sensors, actuators, and algorithms. The ADCS controller hosts a motor controller daughter board (Fig. 25) for the reaction wheels.

---

Figure 24. ADCS Test Bed

Figure 25. ADCS Circuit Board (left) Motor Controller Daughter Board (right)
The ADCS controller board has a 32-bit microcontroller (AT32UC3C 0512C) which runs in C-code in a Free RTOS real-time operating environment. The microcontroller runs at 16 MHz, contains 512 kB of boot random access memory (RAM), has 64 kB of data memory, and uses its floating-point unit for controller algorithms [8]. An AVR Dragon is used for programming and debugging the ADCS. A telemetry port is also available which is invaluable for testing.

### 3.3.2 CDH Board

The CDH circuit board shown in Fig. 26 provides this research effort with wireless telemetry to the user. Note that the board uses the telemetry port by connecting a wire to the ADCS telemetry port. This data is sent from the ADCS to the CDH where the WiFly sends the information to the connected computer. A more detailed description of how telemetry is sent wirelessly will be discussed in Section 3.4.5.

![Figure 26. AFIT’s CDH Board](image)
3.3.3 EPS Board

The EPS board shown in Fig. 27 powers the ADCS, CDH, and reaction wheels. The board and battery pack output 8.4 V to the CDH and ADCS. The battery port connects the battery pack to the EPS; the charging port is used to connect the charger to the EPS. If the jumper covers are removed, the output port will not send voltage to the CDH and ADCS, thus halting operation of the board. In order to avoid damaging board components, jumper covers should be removed first before disconnecting the output port. Secondly, the jumper covers must also be resident to charge the batteries through the charging port.

![Figure 27. AFIT’s EPS Board](image)

3.3.4 Implementation of ADCS Test Bed

Before placing the 6U chassis on the air bearing, circuit board stacks and supporting hardware must be assembled and integrated. The combination of the required stacks and 6U chassis make up the ADCS test bed. As seen in Fig. 24, the first stack consists of the EPS board and battery pack. The second stack consists of the CDH...
board used for telemetry. The third and final stack consists of the ADCS board, motor controller board, and RWA. Mounted on top of the ADCS stack is a laser that plugs into the ADCS. This laser was used extensively to point at desired angles displayed on the wall (Fig. 16). Once the stacks were configured inside the chassis, the ADCS test bed needed to be properly mounted on top of the air bearing. Figure 20 shows clamps that hold the chassis stable. The chassis slides into the holders where the clamps secured the chassis tightly. Before securing the clamps, the chassis had to be positioned on the loading surface with the air bearing on so that it could be balanced. Imbalances can cause unwanted movement of the loading surface. Figure 28 demonstrates the balancing process.

With the air bearing on, the user wants to see that the very top of the hemi-sphere attached to the loading surface is level. Once level, the clamps are tightened, securing the ADCS test bed onto the loading surface. This balancing technique will suffice for this research effort. Another technique not discussed here is the use of weight scales to calculate COM, as seen in Dannemeyer [8]. The ADCS test bed implementation
into AFIT’s CubeSat test bed will now be discussed.

3.3.5 ADCS Test Bed Implementation Inside AFIT’s CubeSat Test Bed

After the chassis is balanced on the loading surface, the ADCS test bed is almost ready for testing. Figure 16 shows the ADCS test bed inside AFIT’s CubeSat test bed. The Helmholtz cage is first activated and the desired magnetic field value is established. The ADCS test bed is then programmed as desired. The air compressor is brought to 60 psi, and then the hand crank is used to lower the chassis and loading platform onto the air bearing. Both computers must be connected to the respective CDH boards to receive telemetry and command the CubeSat. The laser, shown in Fig. 24, will be pointing at the angles displayed on the wall which indicate a $z$-axis angle.

3.3.6 MOI of the Chassis and Loading Surface

In order to properly model the behavior of the ADCS test bed in MATLAB, an accurate measurement of the ADCS test bed MOI is required. Since only $z$-axis control is of interest for this research, only the $z$-axis MOI will be measured. Figure 29 shows the device used to calculate the MOI of the ADCS test bed and loading surface. The oscillator rotates the object of interest while the period display outputs the period of the oscillation. The shortest oscillation period corresponds to the object’s COM aligned with the oscillator’s axis of rotation [8]. Testing becomes an iterative process where the user slightly moves the object until the period is the lowest. Once the lowest period is found, the measurement software calculates the MOI.

The loading platform cannot be sitting on the oscillator because of the hemisphere attached to the bottom. A tare piece was created so that the ADCS test
Figure 29. Moment of Inertia Test Bed

bed and loading surface could properly be placed on the oscillator. First the tare piece MOI must be measured. After the tare piece MOI is measured, the ADCS test bed and loading surface are placed on top and the MOI is re-measured. Taking the difference between the two values results in the MOI of the ADCS test bed and loading surface. The calculated MOI of the ADCS test bed and loading surface found by the measurement software is 0.1593157 kg-m$^2$. This MOI is used in the MATLAB model to produce realistic simulations. Note that the measured MOI will typically be much larger than an actual 6U CubeSat due to the inclusion of the loading surface in the measurement. This increase in MOI from the loading surface, however, can be assumed to offset the lack of a payload in the ADCS test bed. Once the MATLAB simulation matches the ADCS test bed behavior, the MOI of the 6U CubeSat including the payload can be implemented to predict 6U CubeSat behavior in orbit. The software configuration of the ADCS test bed will now be discussed.
3.4 Software Configuration

Before this research started, update rates on the ADCS circuit board could not exceed 1 Hz without overflowing the board’s memory. Presently, the estimation and control algorithm run at 10 Hz with an eventual goal of 40 Hz. The following subsections will detail the flow of the ADCS algorithm and how telemetry is streamed to the computer for analysis.

3.4.1 ADCS Algorithm

The ADCS algorithm originally ran as two separate tasks in the FreeRTOS operating system and at two separate rates. This was changed so that the estimation and control algorithms are completed in one task. The overall flow of the ADCS algorithm is outlined in Fig. 30.

![Figure 30. ADCS Main Flow Chart](image)

The sensor update subroutine first collects the magnetometer \((M_x, M_y, M_z)\) and accelerometer \((A_x, A_y, A_z)\) output from the IMU. The reaction wheel speeds \((\psi_1, \psi_2, \psi_3)\) are also measured from the reaction wheel’s Hall sensors. Notice that the gyroscope velocity estimations are not shown in the flow chart because they are not used in either the estimation or control algorithms. The gyroscope measurements were not used in estimation because of gyroscopic drift when integrating the angular velocity measurement. For control, the angular velocity error is calculated via a discrete derivative from the attitude error.

The estimation algorithm discussed in Section 3.4.2 uses the magnetometer and
accelerometer data to output an estimated z-axis angle $\theta$ of the ADCS test bed with respect to the inertial reference frame (Fig. 4). The ADCS test bed control algorithm discussed in Section 3.4.3 uses $\theta$ to compute a control torque based on attitude error which results in a commanded wheel speed $\psi_{com}$ for the reaction wheels. The RWA algorithm discussed in Section 3.4.4 converts the commanded RPM to a specific duty cycle. The red line in Fig. 30 indicates that the entire process is an autonomous feedback loop. As soon as the process is complete, the sensor re-updates the sensor outputs and runs through the algorithm again. The estimation algorithm will be discussed in detail next.

### 3.4.2 Estimation Algorithm

The estimation algorithm detailed in Fig. 31 shows how the magnetometer is calibrated and filtered.

![Figure 31. ADCS Estimation Flow Chart](image)

The magnetometer values from the sensor update command initiate with a calibration algorithm as shown in the top left corner of Fig. 31. The calibration algorithm takes in magnetometer data for two seconds. During this time it is taking the average values of the magnetic field outputs. After two seconds, the measured magnetic field values in the three directions are subtracted from the known magnetic field set inside the Helmholtz cage; this becomes the calibration bias for the magnetic field. That bias is then subtracted off of the magnetic field values from the IMU so that the inertial
and body frame magnetic field vectors match. After calibration, the magnetic field outputs are inputted into a moving (or rolling) average filter to smooth out noise. Refer to Section 2.4.1 for an explanation on smoothing data.

After the magnetometer output from the rolling average, the QUEST algorithm takes the magnetometer and accelerometer outputs and produces a current quaternion $\bar{q}$. For a description on the QUEST algorithm, refer to Section 2.4.2. Converting the current quaternion to an angle in the $z$-axis is

$$\theta = -\sin^{-1}(2q_1q_2 - 2q_3q_4)$$  \hspace{1cm} (59)

Two linear filters are then used on $\theta$: a slewing linear filter and a steady-state linear filter. The slewing linear filter uses a slope correction and no bias correction. The steady-state bias calibration takes into account the distortion of the magnetic field when the reaction wheels run at different speeds. This steady-state bias calibration algorithm will run for 35 seconds so that it can determine the average bias of the $z$-axis angle with the reaction wheels on. At 37 seconds, the estimation algorithm ceases to use the steady-state bias calibration algorithm, and it becomes a constant for the steady-state linear filter, which applies a slope term to the calibrated bias and results in the filtered angle $\theta_f$. These filters will be explained in Section 4.2.

### 3.4.3 ADCS Test Bed Control Algorithm

The ADCS test bed control algorithm uses a PID controller to send commanded speeds to the RWA controller. For an overview on PID controllers, see Section 2.5.4. As seen from Fig. 32, $\theta_f$ is subtracted from the desired angle $\theta_D$ to determine the angle error $\theta_e$.

The angle error is then split three different ways. One way multiplies it by the proportional gain $K_p$. The bottom line subtracts the old angle error from the current
angle error and divides by the time step. This results in the angular velocity error \(\omega_e\) which is then multiplied by the derivative gain \(K_d\). The upper line uses an if statement to check if the absolute value of the angle error is within one degree. If it is not, then the integral error \(\theta_I\) is zero. If it is within one degree, \(\theta_e\) is multiplied by the time step and then added to the previous integral error. This creates a band around the desired angle so that integral windup is minimized. Note that this band makes the PID controller for the ADCS test bed non-linear. This integral error is then multiplied by the integral gain \(K_I\). Summing these three terms together produces the desired torque output from the PID controller. Analysis of chosen gains on this PID controller are discussed in Section 4.7.

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the torque output from the PID must be multiplied by \(\cos \beta\) to produce the commanded reaction wheel torque. Although the torque is known, the reaction wheel controller needs a commanded wheel speed in RPM. To do this the torque of the wheel is multiplied by the reciprocal of the wheel MOI \(D\) to obtain \(\dot{\psi}\). Discretizing \(\dot{\psi}\) requires multiplication by the time step which will result in \(\Delta \psi\) which is added to the current wheel speed in RPM of the first reaction wheel. This becomes the commanded speed \(\psi_{com}\) that is sent to the reaction wheel controller.
Note that typically $\Delta \psi$ is added to each of the individual current wheel speeds. Since the wheels do not all act the same as discussed in Section 4.5, the decision was made to give the exact same command to all the reaction wheels which is dictated only by the speed of reaction wheel one. The RWA control algorithm will now be discussed.

### 3.4.4 RWA Control Algorithm

The reaction wheel control algorithm only has a proportional gain. The wheel speed is first converted to a duty cycle count and then passed through the proportional controller. Discussions on duty cycle calibration are found in Section 3.5.3. Figure 33 shows the reaction wheel control algorithm for an individual reaction wheel.

![Figure 33. ADCS RWA Control Flow Chart](image)

As soon as the current wheel speed $\psi$ and commanded wheel speed $\psi_{com}$ enter the algorithm, both are converted to a corresponding duty cycle ($DC$ and $DC_{com}$) in the “RPM to Duty Cycle” block shown in Fig. 33. Once the commanded and current duty cycles are known, duty cycle error $DC_e$ is calculated from their subtraction. Duty cycle error is then multiplied by the proportional gain and added to the current duty cycle. This value then goes through a duty cycle limit check to make sure it does not go outside certain bounds. These bounds and how they were calculated are discussed in Section 4.5. This command will go to the reaction wheels, causing movement of the reaction wheels and ADCS test bed. Telemetry and algorithm speed is discussed in the next section.
3.4.5 Algorithm Speed and Telemetry

Although the ADCS algorithm is set to run at 10 Hz, the algorithm speed needs to be measured so that the total computation time of the algorithm may be used in a MATLAB model. Time is estimated in the output from the ADCS test bed by adding a counter at the end of the algorithm. This will increase in number by one each revolution of the algorithm. Dividing this number by 10 ensures that the time output is in 0.1 second increments which corresponds to 10 Hz. Measuring the actual speed of the algorithm was performed by using the USBeZX logic analyzer shown in Fig. 34. Each duty cycle takes 99.5913 ms where the determination and control algorithms take 29.1312 ms leaving a 70.4601 ms wait state as shown in Fig. 35.

![Figure 34. USBeZX Measurement Device](image)

The algorithm, running at 10.041 Hz, is faster than the commanded update rate of 10 Hz. With this value being known, MATLAB modeling can be corrected to update at 10.041 Hz instead of 10 Hz. Furthermore, the time output from data collection can be corrected by using the actual update rate to obtain more accurate analysis. The process of gathering data from the ADCS test bed is important for analysis of behavior and matching data with simulation. For these reasons, an explanation on how telemetry is gathered and handled will be needed. When the ADCS algorithm completes a revolution, desired data is sent to the CDH board via a wired connection.
The on-board WiFly from the CDH then wirelessly sends data into a software program called Tera Term on the computer as shown in Fig. 36.

The software inside the ADCS is set up so Tera Term displays the data in two separate ways. The first way, shown in Fig. 37, demonstrates visual aid to assess data quickly, but not necessarily record data. Figure 37 shows that the description of the number is on the left while the data value is on the right. This output is generally used to validate a desired test before taking data. It allows easy visual comparisons of estimated values to truth values. Once the desired test has been validated in this format, the actual test will be run with another Tera Term setup used to acquire data shown in Figure 38.
This Tera Term output is not recommended for demonstration to others since the numbers shown on the screen are not clearly defined. Once the test is complete, the Tera Term file is converted to a .csv file. The data in this file is then imported into MATLAB for analysis and graphical display. The procedures for the tests to be performed on the ADCS test bed inside AFIT’s CubeSat test bed will be discussed next.

3.5 Testing Procedures

The following section will detail each specific test to be performed on the ADCS test bed in this research effort. The first two subsections outline the testing procedures for the inertial and external sensors. The second set of tests outline the RWA duty cycle calibration, modeling, and control test procedures. The sensor noise calculation procedures will be outlined in the following subsection. The final subsections outline
testing procedures for tuning the ADCS PID controller, single-axis slewing maneuvers, disturbances, calculating the angular momentum and external torque applied to the ADCS test bed, and MATLAB modeling.

3.5.1 IMU Gyroscope Calibration Testing

The gyroscope is usually susceptible to non-zero bias. This is due to the gyroscope’s noisy angular velocity output. For this reason, the gyroscope angular velocity is desired, not the integrated $z$-axis angle. Although the angular velocity from the gyroscope is not used in estimation or control of the ADCS test bed, the gyroscope angular velocity data can be used to compare with simulated angular velocity outputs from a MATLAB model. The calculation of the average bias can be performed by pointing the ADCS testbed at zero with the reaction wheels on and air bearing off. Having the reaction wheels on is needed to simulate vibrational noise that will be inherent in the ADCS test bed. This task can be fully automated to be performed before the control and estimation tasks start. The gyroscope output will be measured
for 35 seconds, and each point will be summed. After 35 seconds, the sum total of all the angular velocities will be divided by the number of data points recorded. This results in the angular velocity bias at steady state.

The angular velocity tracking accuracy must also be tested to ensure the accuracy of the angular velocity when the ADCS test bed is moving. In the absence of a truth measurement device inside AFIT’s CubeSat test bed, testing the gyroscope angular velocity accuracy while moving the ADCS test bed is performed using the PASCO scientific ME-8951 Rotating Platform Base shown in Fig. 39. With the ability to track angular velocity, the PASCO rotation table will be used to validate the gyroscope output. The ADCS test bed will be reduced to the small stack shown in Fig. 40. The rotation table will be pushed and the gyroscope and truth data will be gathered.

![Figure 39. PASCO Rotation Table](image)
3.5.2 IMU Magnetometer Calibration and Filtering

Although the Helmholtz cage is capable of mimicking a LEO orbit’s magnetic field, a constant magnetic field was chosen for this research effort. Calibrating and filtering the magnetometer to reach performance specifications using a weak, changing magnetic field could potentially be a thesis in and of itself. Putting effort into calibrating the magnetometer in this way was a lower priority than testing the full control capabilities of the reaction wheels. Using a strong, nearly constant magnetic field will cause the magnetometer to outperform its accuracy specifications; allowing for greater control accuracy when commanding the reaction wheels.

3.5.2.1 Choosing the Magnetic Field

Choosing the magnetic field came down to two parameters: strength and complexity. As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, the Helmholtz cage’s strongest field in any direction is 2000 mG. If we assume that the magnetometer sensor frame is coincident with the ADCS test bed body frame, then Eq. (25) can be rewritten as
\[ \vec{M}_b = R^{bi} \vec{M}_i \]  

where \( \vec{M}_b \) is the magnetic field vector in the body frame, \( R^{bi} \) is a 3-2-1 rotation matrix, and \( \vec{M}_i \) is the magnetic field vector in the inertial frame. Although there are minor variations of the magnetic field inside the Helmholtz cage, this research effort assumes that it is constant. If the inertial magnetic field is constant, then the body frame magnetic field vector is easily calculated if the angle is known. For a review on rotation matrices, see Section 2.1.2.

The first thought for the desired magnetic field was to maximize all magnetic field directions to 2000 mG. Figure 41 demonstrates the simulated change in the magnetic field when moving from -50° to 50°. Note that the magnetic field value in the z-axis does not change for a z-axis maneuver. This field change is undesirable due to the fact that readings would exceed 2000 mG in the x- and y-directions. Furthermore, this output over a short period causes the magnetic field to become less constant due to overuse of the Helmholtz cage. Eventually, the current cannot be raised any further to reach the same magnetic field value. For this reason, it was decided to reduce the z-axis magnetic field to zero. Setting either the x- or y-axes magnetometer does not allow for the body axis readings to go above 2000 mG as shown in Figure 42.
Figure 41. Magnetometer Change in Body Frame with Max Inertial Magnetic Field

Figure 42. Chosen Magnetic Field for Testing

Note that the truth magnetometer inside the Helmholtz cage is 90° rotated from the IMU inside the ADCS test bed. This means that the Helmholtz cage y-axis is the ADCS test bed x-axis and vice versa. So when setting the Helmholtz cage magnetic field, the sensor should report 2000 mG in the y-axis and 0 mG in the x- and z-axes.

Although a stronger magnetic field will make the magnetometer more accurate in its estimation, it increases undesirable external torques. The amount of external torque
applied to the ADCS test bed will be explored in Section 4.8.

### 3.5.2.2 Initial Calibration of the Magnetometer

The first step in obtaining accurate information from the magnetometer is to calibrate the IMU magnetic field output before starting any estimation/control algorithms. With the air bearing off and the ADCS test bed pointing at 0°, the magnetic field will be calculated for a certain period of time and averaged. Once averaging is complete, the magnetic field calculated by the IMU will be subtracted by the known inertial magnetic field setup inside the Helmholtz cage as

\[ \vec{M}_{\text{bias}} = \vec{M}_b - \vec{M}_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (61)

where \( \vec{M}_{\text{bias}} \) is the magnetic field bias correction. This term will then be subtracted by every magnetic field output from the IMU magnetometer as shown in

\[ \vec{M}_{\text{cal}} = \vec{M}_b - \vec{M}_{\text{bias}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (62)

where \( \vec{M}_{\text{cal}} \) is the calibrated magnetic field from the IMU.

### 3.5.2.3 Filtering

A filter between ±50° will be performed on the attitude estimate. Using the truth measurement angles displayed the wall (Fig. 16), the sensor angle and magnetometer measurements will be recorded at each angle. Note that truth measurement for this test is performed by visually checking that the laser is pointed to the correct angle. It does not matter how long the ADCS test bed is at each angle since the test is time independent. The sensor angle and magnetometer values will be compared to simulation to test for their error. A linear filter will then be created based on the
sensor angle measurement as shown in

\[ \theta_{\text{filtered}} = \theta_{\text{sensor}} + m \theta_{\text{sensor}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (63)

where \( \theta_{\text{filtered}} \) is the filtered angle, \( \theta_{\text{sensor}} \) is the unfiltered sensor angle, and \( m \) is the calculated slope \( m \). Note that Eq. (63) has no bias term. This is due to the fact that the magnetometer angle has already been calibrated to zero.

Finally, calculating error angle versus magnetic field error is useful to correlate the two outputs. By knowing the respective magnetometer error, the angle error can be estimated. This can easily be calculated by subtracting the simulated values versus the filtered and unfiltered sensor outputs.

### 3.5.2.4 Steady-State Filtering

Steady state accuracy is very important for CubeSat operations. To see how well the control system can point at its target, good estimation is a necessity. As noted in Section 3.2.2, the RWA distorts the magnetic field when the reaction wheels are spinning. Even though the magnetic field was calibrated originally, it does not take into account distortions of the magnetic field caused by the wheels. The solution chosen for this problem, though not ideal, is that the reaction wheels will be commanded to move in a saw tooth pattern as shown in Fig. 43. Note that this test will occur with the air bearing off. The reaction wheels will start at zero and speed to 5000 RPM. The wheels will then slow to -5000 RPM before speeding back up to a stop at 0 RPM. The sawtooth command is superior to a sinusoid command because it is theoretically at each RPM for an equal amount of time. Note that the test case time for this is 2000 seconds.

A linear filter is created to reduce angle error for the range of wheel speeds tested. This bias term for the filter will be automated due to unpredictable changes in the
bias similar to the gyroscope bias calibration in Section 3.5.1. This filter allowed for a changing bias correction factor to the angle as shown in

\[ \theta_{\text{final}} = \theta_{\text{filtered}} - \theta_{\text{ss}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (64)

where \( \theta_{\text{final}} \) is the final angle output of the estimation algorithm that is sent to the control algorithm and \( \theta_{\text{ss}} \) is the changing steady-state calibration. The next subsection will discuss the RWA duty cycle calibration.

3.5.3 RWA Duty Cycle Calibration Testing

To ensure that reaction wheels will be properly commanded when handed reaction wheel speed, there must be proper conversion between reaction wheel speed and duty cycle. A duty cycle corresponds to the width of a pulse sent by the motors to the reaction wheels. Figure 44 demonstrates how the width of a pulse changes with duty cycle.

Note that the lines are at different amplitudes only for illustrative purposes. Duty cycle, as it is programmed on the ADCS, works just as shown in Fig. 44. A duty
cycle of 1100 corresponds to 10 percent of a pulse at every time step. It can be seen that 1500 duty cycle corresponds to a 50 percent pulse every time step. When the duty cycle reaches 2000, the response ceases to be a pulse and becomes a constant line at the respective amplitude. This means that a duty cycle of 1000 corresponds to a reaction wheel speed of 0 RPM. Duty cycles below 1000 relate the same way as previously mentioned except the wheels would be spinning in the opposite direction. This means that a duty cycle count of 0 is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction for a duty cycle count of 2000.

Typically, there is a linear relationship between reaction wheel speed and duty cycle. Although it will not perfectly match the exact duty cycle count for a specified wheel speed, it will serve as a good approximation. Testing the duty cycle will be performed by starting the respective reaction wheel at a duty cycle of 1000. Every ten seconds the duty cycle will increase or decrease in count by one until it has reached 2000 or 0. Every ten seconds to increase the count has been chosen so that the wheels have enough time to reach a steady-state speed. Note that there is no control on the wheels; the duty cycle is simply changed, and the wheel speed is recorded. Linear fits
to the data will be made and implemented into the software. Testing procedures on RWA time constants will be discussed next.

3.5.4 RWA Time Constant Testing

Testing the time constants of the reaction wheels assumes that the reaction wheels will behave like a first-order system when given an input and no feedback control. A first-order system can be modeled as

\[ T \dot{x} + x = u \]  

where \( x \) is the state, \( \dot{x} \) is the state derivative, \( u \) is the input, and \( T \) is the time constant.

By taking the Laplace transform of this differential equation, the first-order system is

\[ X(s) = \frac{U(s)}{Ts + 1} \]  

where \( X(s) \) and \( U(s) \) are the Laplace domain output and input, respectively. Solving for the time response of this system leads to the general solution

\[ X(t) = u(1 - e^{-\frac{t}{T}}) \]  

where \( t \) is time and is greater than zero [7]. According to Eq. (67), as \( t \) goes to infinity, the output, \( X(t) \), equals the input, \( u \). Figure 45 shows the time response of a first-order system as well as an illustration on approximating the time constant.

Figure 45 represents a case where the system starts with zero initial conditions and goes to the input value of one. Note that \( c(t) \) is equivalent to \( X(t) \) from Eq. (67). The time constant is approximated by finding the time it takes for the output to reach 63.2 percent of the input. This time constant can be further validated by checking if
it has doubled when the output is 86.5 percent of the input. The faster the output reaches the input, the lower the time constant will be for a first-order system. This is illustrated by Fig. 46. The amount of time it takes to reach the desired input is decreased when the time constant is lowered. The time constants of the system are inherent in the reaction wheel system and cannot be changed. The only way to speed system response is to increase the input with a proportional gain as discussed in the next subsection.
Calculating the time constant for a large number of reaction wheel speed inputs is important for two reasons. First, the time constants must be well documented for implementation into an analytical model as a look-up table. Second, consistent time constants of the reaction wheels for a wide variety of inputs is important in defining how linear the system is. If the time constants are vastly different for different inputs, then the system has non-linearities. This is reason enough to limit the maximum and minimum duty cycle counts the wheels are allowed to achieve to ensure some linearity.

The testing will be based on a starting and ending wheel speed (in RPM) without the proportional controller. Initial tests have the wheels start at 0 RPM and ramp to 500 RPM, 1000 RPM, and then by 1000 RPM increments to 6000 RPM. The same test will then be performed for the wheels spinning in the opposite direction. The wheel’s starting speed will change to 1000 RPM and the tests will be performed again up until 6000 RPM. The starting wheel speed will then be 2000 RPM and incrementally climb to 6000 RPM. This pattern will continue until the starting wheel speed is 5000 RPM. These tests also apply for the negative case. The next set of tests will have the wheels start at 6000 RPM and decrease to 0 RPM in 1000 RPM increments. The starting speed will change by increments of 1000 RPM up until 1000 RPM, and then 500 RPM will be the starting speed. The tests will be repeated with the final wheel speed increasing in 1000 RPM increments goes to 6000 RPM. The negative wheel speed tests will be performed the same way. In total, 84 time constants will be calculated for each reaction wheel.

3.5.5 RWA Controller Testing

After the duty cycle is calibrated, tuning the PI RWA controller must be performed. Two different tests will be performed, one with only a proportional gain and the other with a proportional and integral gain. A simulated example of how the
responses vary with and without the integral gain is illustrated in Fig. 47.

Figure 47. Simulated Effects of Integral Gain on Closed Loop System Response

Figure 47 shows a simulated wheel speeding from 0 to 1000 RPM with and without an integral term. The addition of only a proportional gain will keep the traditional first-order response whereas adding an integral term will cause overshoot. An integral term may be needed if there is excessive steady-state error with proportional gain only.

Increasing only $K_p$ should result in faster rise times of the system with no overshoot. With the addition of just a proportional term, the open loop system in the Laplace domain becomes

$$X(s) = K_p \frac{U(s)}{T_s + 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (68)

where implementing the proportional gain $K_p$ simply scales the desired input on the system; this results in faster system response when closed-loop control is enacted as shown in Fig. 48.

The higher $K_p$ is raised, the faster the system response; the system response speed increases less rapidly as $K_p$ increases. Increasing $K_i$ will also increase system response,
but the more it is increased, the more the system will overshoot the desired input. This means that the integral gain is typically much lower than the proportional gain for reaction wheels.

Although the integral term will be tested, the overshoot that corresponds with its use is not desired. Larger overshoot means larger settling times. If the settling time is larger for the reaction wheels, the settling time will also be larger for the ADCS testbed. If just a proportional term results in low steady-state error and acceptable rise times, then an integral term will not be needed.

### 3.5.6 Sensor Noise Testing

Calculating sensor noise is important for two reasons. First, characterizing sensor noise aids in calibrating and filtering for better estimation accuracy. Second, noise modeling is important in implementing accurate sensors in simulation.

Two tests were conducted on the sensor outputs from the IMU. The states consist of the $z$-axis angle output from the magnetometer, the $z$-axis angular velocity from the gyroscope, and the reaction wheel speeds from the tachometer. The first test
will output the states without the use of a rolling average filter while the second test will output the states with the use of a rolling average filter. The rolling average is discussed in Section 2.4.1. The ADCS testbed will not move while pointing at zero while the reaction wheels will spin to 1000 RPM. The means and standard deviations will be computed from test data corresponding to each state before and after the implementation of the rolling average. Histograms will also be computed for each test for the purpose of illustrating the difference between the two tests.

The reaction wheel tachometer accuracy will also be tested on its accuracy by comparing its output with that of an optical tachometer. The Monarch PLT200 optical tachometer is shown in Fig. 49. By pointing the optical laser at the reflective tape on the reaction wheel, the speed will be known within ±0.01% of the reading [22]. This will be used to validate the tachometer reading. The test procedures for tuning the ADCS testbed PID controller will be discussed next.

![Figure 49. The Monarch PLT200 Optical Tachometer](image)
3.5.7 ADCS Testbed Control Tuning and Performance Testing

Tuning the PID controller will come in three steps. First, $K_p$ will be varied with $K_d$ and $K_i$ equal to 0. Typically, the desired response utilizing only a proportional gain is to acquire a fast response with marginal or slightly unstable stability. Even though the proportional gain may create faster than desired angular velocities, the added $K_d$ term will slow down the angular velocity when implemented.

Next, $K_d$ will be varied with the chosen $K_p$ value and with $K_i$ equal to zero. The desired response here is to minimize overshoot of the desired angle with fast rise times. This response seems counter-intuitive, but with the right derivative gain, the angular velocity and overshoot become a trade-off. $K_d$ will be tested in multiples of $K_p$ to identify trends in raising $K_d$. The angle overshoot should decrease with increasing $K_d$ while the rise time increases.

Finally, $K_i$ will be varied with the chosen proportional and derivative gains. This gain will be based on how long it takes the system to reach a steady-state value and how well the pointing accuracy is. Integral-wind up must also be taken into account. For this reason, the integral portion of the controller will be tested by using its output for all time. Another way of approaching the integral term is to toggle whether it is on or off. By putting a small band around the set point, the integral term can be turned on inside the band and turned off outside the band. This is used to minimize transient response characteristics such as percent overshoot and rise time. Note that the band makes the PID controller non-linear.

Each test will consist of the ADCS testbed holding position at zero and then slewing to $10^\circ$. The rise times, settling times, and percent overshoot of these responses will be compared. The chosen PID gains will be used for different angle commands other than $10^\circ$. The rise time, settling time, and percent overshoot of each response can be compared to each other to determine how linear the system acts. The ADCS
testbed will be commanded to 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, and 25°.

Finally, the ADCS testbed will experience a set of impulse disturbance torques to simulate a micro-meteoroid impact. The external torque will be applied by the user pushing the ADCS testbed. A 10°, 20°, and 30° disturbance push will be tested and performance recorded. Note that the amount of external torque applied to the ADCS testbed will be difficult to control; this will have a significant impact on the angular momentum and system performance. However, the test will show that the ADCS testbed can overcome large disturbance torques and settle back to the desired orientation. Calculating the change in angular momentum and average external torque while the ADCS testbed is pointing at steady-state will be discussed next.

3.5.8 Steady-State Angular Momentum/External Torque Testing

The calculation of the change in angular momentum and average external torque on the ADCS testbed while at steady-state is important because it identifies imperfections in AFIT’s CubeSat testbed. Theoretically, there should not be external torques and, therefore, no change in the angular momentum of the ADCS testbed as shown in Eq. (20). The test will consist of the CubeSat pointing at zero while atop the air bearing. The angular velocity and wheel speeds will be recorded. Since there are only three of four working wheels, each wheel will need to be accounted for as shown in

\[ H_z = I \omega_z + D (\psi_1 + \psi_2 + \psi_3) \] (69)

where \( H_z \) is the net angular momentum in the z-axis, \( \omega_z \) is the z-axis angular velocity of the ADCS testbed, and \( \psi_1, \psi_2, \psi_3 \) are the respective reaction wheel speeds in rad/sec.

The average external torque calculation will use the kinetic EOM described in Eq. (22) with some assumptions. The major assumption used is that the angular
velocities in the \(x\) and \(y\)-axes are zero. This reduces the kinetic EOM in the \(z\)-axis to

\[
M_z = C \dot{\omega}_z + D (\dot{\psi}_1 + \dot{\psi}_2 + \dot{\psi}_3) \tag{70}
\]

where \(C\) is the scalar MOI in the \(z\)-axis (denoted \(I_{zz}\) in Section 2.1.3), \(\dot{\omega}_z\) is the angular acceleration of the ADCS testbed in the \(z\)-axis, and \(\dot{\psi}_1, \dot{\psi}_2, \dot{\psi}_3\) are the respective reaction wheel accelerations in \(\text{rad/sec}^2\). Eq. (70) is useful in imparting information on the inherent external torques when using AFIT’s CubeSat testbed.

Three different tests will be conducted. The first two tests will be a steady-state pointing test with and without the doors to the room closed. This is to see if the air current torque is affected by the open doors. Reaction wheel speeds and ADCS testbed angular velocity will be recorded. The next test will consist of covering the ADCS testbed with a trash bag as shown in Fig. 50. The idea is to limit disturbance torques caused by air currents circulating in the room. Note that the trash bag has just under two feet of clearance from the ADCS testbed.

These two tests will compare their average external torques and angular momentum change over time. A conclusion will then be made as to whether air currents cause a significant disturbance on the ADCS testbed. A second possible conclusion is the amount of magnetic torque that is inherent in the ADCS testbed. Once the average external torque is calculated, then the left side of Eq. (70) can be augmented to include a magnetic torque as shown in

\[
M_{mag} = B_y m_x - B_x m_y = C \dot{\omega}_z + D (\dot{\psi}_1 + \dot{\psi}_2 + \dot{\psi}_3) \tag{71}
\]

where \(M_{mag}\) is the external moment in \(\text{N-m}\), and \(m_x\) and \(m_y\) are the magnetic moments in the \(x\)- and \(y\)-axes in units of \(\text{A-m}^2\) [44]. The magnetic moments are assumed
constant for this research effort. $B_x$ and $B_y$ are the magnetic field magnitudes in the $x$- and $y$-axes. The magnetic fields in the body frame are dependent on the $z$-axis angle. Using this relationship, the magnetic torque experienced on the body is

$$M_{mag} = |B_i| \left( m_x \sin \theta_z - m_y \cos \theta_z \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (72)

where $|B_i|$ is the magnitude of the inertial magnetic field and $\theta_z$ is the $z$-axis angle. Note that $m_x$ and $m_y$ are both unknown constants. We can first solve for $m_y$ by keeping $\theta_z$ equal to 0. Now $m_x$ can be solved by ensuring that $\theta_z$ is not 0. This will result in a magnetic torque equation dependent on the $z$-axis angle. Characterizing the magnetic torque inherent in the ADCS testbed’s magnetic moment will set the stage for future work using external torque control with torque coils. The creation of the ADCS testbed analytical model will be discussed next.
3.5.9 ADCS Testbed Model Creation and Testing

The purpose of the ADCS testbed model, which was built in MATLAB script, is to predict ADCS testbed performance inside AFIT’s CubeSat testbed before the actual test is performed. If the MOI’s of the ADCS testbed and reaction wheels are known along with proper noise modeling and an accurate RWA model, then an accurate simulated time response can be computed. First, this model makes one major assumption. Since only $z$-axis control is desired, the angular velocities in the $x$- and $y$-axes are assumed to be zero. This reduces the kinetic EOM to Eq. (70).

The model follows the same estimation and control algorithm that was outlined in Figs. 31, 32, and 33 discussed in Section 3.4. There are a few differences because the MATLAB model is a simulated system. First, there are no simulated sensors in the algorithm. The state outputs, such as the $z$-axis angle, $z$-axis angular velocity, and reaction wheel speeds, are all calculated from the dynamics equations derived in Section 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. This is remedied by implementing noise into the state output before going into control. This research effort will assume that simulated noise follows a Gaussian distribution. To create Gaussian noise, the mean and standard deviation of the sensor output must be calculated. The equation for noise can then be written as

$$N = m + s \text{randn}(1)$$

(73)

where $N$ is the noise value, $m$ is the mean around zero, $s$ is the standard deviation, and $\text{randn}(1)$ is a random value from a Gaussian distribution. The simulated output from the estimation algorithm is then simply the output from the dynamics plus the noise as shown in

$$x_{\text{sensor}} = x + N$$

(74)
where $x_{sensor}$ is the simulated sensor state output and $x$ is the output from the dynamics. These values are inputted into the control algorithm.

The MATLAB model control law is the same algorithm the ADCS testbed discussed in Section 3.4.3 software. The commanded wheel speed goes into a reaction wheel model with a time delay determined from gathered data. The reaction wheel model uses wheel RPM to duty cycle conversion similar to the RWA algorithm discussed in Section 3.4.4. The difference is that the dynamics must now be simulated. This is performed by creating a look-up table of time constants inherent in the reaction wheels assuming a first-order model as discussed in Section 3.5.4. The analysis of the time constants is discussed in Section 4.4.

Once the actual reaction wheel speed value is outputted from the reaction wheel model, the reaction wheel speed is converted to torque for input into the ADCS testbed dynamics. The actual torque exerted from the reaction wheels is proportional to the difference in reaction wheel speed before and after the reaction wheel model. The torque inputted into the ADCS testbed model is then calculated using

$$
\tau_{sim} = \frac{D(\psi_a - \psi_b)}{\Delta t}
$$

where $\tau_{sim}$ is the simulated torque of one wheel, $\psi_a$ is the wheel speed after the reaction wheel model, $\psi_b$ is the wheel speed before the input into the reaction wheel model, and $\Delta t$ is the update rate. Since the torque for the wheels is the same, then simply adding the torques together results in the internal torque input into the dynamics equations.

The model outputs attitude in quaternions and degrees, angular velocity in the $z$-axis, reaction wheel speeds for all three reaction wheels, commanded orientation, and commanded wheel speed. The model also outputs all simulated sensor measurements for comparison to real data.
Although a reaction wheel model and sensor noise will come from real data, more information is necessary to have an accurate MATLAB model. This information is primarily accurate MOI measurements of the wheels and ADCS testbed as well as time delays inherent in the actual system. This information can be inferred from data analysis. Modeling is important in this way because parameters such as MOI can be accurately estimated by iterating the value so that it matches the data.

3.6 Chapter Summary

Chapter III covered the design and development of the testing procedures that were performed during this research effort. The chapter started by introducing AFIT’s CubeSat testbed that includes the Helmholtz cage and air bearing. The Helmholtz cage can manipulate the magnetic field inside the cage, and the air bearing can create a near frictionless surface for the ADCS testbed and loading surface to mimic a space environment. The chosen IMU and RWA as well as specific characteristics were discussed afterwards. The chapter continued by discussing the hardware configuration for the ADCS testbed. This included the ADCS, CDH, and EPS boards. The implementation of these boards inside the ADCS testbed, the ADCS testbed’s implementation into AFIT’s CubeSat, and the calculation of the ADCS testbed MOI was also discussed. The software configuration of the ADCS testbed section included an explanation of the ADCS algorithm. This algorithm included the estimation, ADCS testbed control, and RWA control algorithms. The section concluded with a discussion on actual versus commanded algorithm speed and how telemetry is wirelessly sent to a computer for data analysis. The last section discussed the various testing procedures for this research effort. The first set of tests focused on the calibration and filtering of the IMU. The second set of tests focused on characterizing and the control design of the RWA. The last set of tests focused on the ADCS testbed itself.
This included sensor noise testing procedures, control design of the ADCS testbed, performance characteristics, and the procedures for calculating the change in angular momentum and external torque applied to the ADCS testbed while atop the air bearing. The creation of the ADCS testbed model in MATLAB was also discussed in detail. The results and analysis of these tests will be discussed in the next chapter.
IV. Results and Analysis

Chapter IV presents the results and analysis of the tests described in Chapter III. First, the results from calibrating the IMU and filtering the magnetometer will be discussed. The following sections detail the calibration, control design, and characterization of the RWA while the following sections feature results from sensor noise analysis, control design and performance of the ADCS testbed, and the results from CubeSat testbed inherent external torques. The chapter concludes with a comparison of data from the ADCS testbed and an analytical model simulation.

4.1 Gyroscope Calibration

As discussed in Section 3.5.1, the gyroscope calibration test is fully automated; the bias constant that is subtracted off of the actual measurements is re-calculated every time the ADCS testbed is re-programmed or reset. Figure 51 demonstrates the histogram of the non-calibrated gyroscope.

![Histogram for Static Response of Non-Calibrated Gyroscope](image)

Figure 51. Histogram for Static Response of Non-Calibrated Gyroscope
Notice that the gyroscope’s resolution is $0.05^\circ/\text{sec}$. Also notice that the mean of Fig. 51 is $0.15^\circ/\text{sec}$. As will be discussed in Section 4.7, the slew rate of the ADCS testbed rarely exceeds $1^\circ/\text{sec}$. This means that the static gyroscope output is over 15 percent of the maximum speed of the ADCS testbed. The static histogram of the gyroscope output after calibration is shown in Fig. 52.

![Histogram for Static Response of Calibrated Gyroscope](image)

**Figure 52. Histogram for Static Response of Calibrated Gyroscope**

The new mean of $0.02^\circ/\text{sec}$ decreases static angular velocity output to just over 2 percent of the maximum angular velocity of the ADCS testbed. The results from filtering the calibrated angular velocity to reduce noise (i.e. lower standard deviation) will be discussed in Section 4.6.

The PASCO rotation table (Fig. 39) outputs the measured angular velocity so as to validate the moving accuracy of the gyroscope. Figure 53 illustrates the histograms of the angular velocity output from the rotation table and the gyroscope.
Figure 53. Histogram of Gyroscope vs. Truth Output

The difference in the means of the rotation table output and the gyroscope output is $0.03^\circ/\text{sec}$ while the difference in standard deviation is $0.04^\circ/\text{sec}$. The gyroscope output was only 1% different in the average mean of the rotation table. Discussed next are the results and analysis from calibrating and filtering the magnetometer.

4.2 Magnetometer Analysis

Calibrating and filtering the magnetometer helped quantify the determination capability of the ADCS testbed. The following subsections discuss the results of the testing procedures detailed in Section 3.5.2.

4.2.1 Initial Calibration of the Magnetometer

The initial angle output from the estimation algorithm described in Section 3.4.2 before calibration ranged between $0.5-1^\circ$ of error. The automated calibration, which executes for two seconds, subtracts the bias off of the magnetic field while the ADCS testbed is static which equates the body frame magnetometer and inertial magnetic
field while the ADCS testbed is coincident with the inertial frame. Figure 54 demonstrates a histogram of angle outputs after the magnetometer has been calibrated.

![Histogram of Static Estimation with Reaction Wheels Off](image)

**Figure 54. Histogram of Static Estimation with Reaction Wheels Off**

Note that Fig. 54 is the estimation of the angle with the body and inertial frames aligned and the reaction wheels off. Figure 54 shows the mean is essentially zero at $9.7E-4$ and the standard deviation is $0.0065^\circ$. The static pointing accuracy with the reaction wheels off is $0.02^\circ (3\sigma)$.

These statistical values are far above the typical magnetometer performance of $\pm 5^\circ$ as discussed in Section 2.3.2 for reasons that we now theorize. First, the magnetic field generated in these tests by the Helmholtz cage is on average 4 times stronger than Earth’s magnetic field. The Helmholtz cage uses a closed-loop controller to keep the magnetic field lines fixed. Magnetometers are more accurate the stronger the magnetic field is. Secondly, the magnetometer bias calibration is very effective with the reaction wheels not spinning which is typically not the case during operation. The distortion of the magnetic field from the reaction wheels spinning will be addressed in Section 4.2.3.
4.2.2 Filtering

As previously discussed in Section 3.5.2.3, the angle output from the estimation algorithm is compared to the truth measurement. Figure 55 shows the static sensor error when the ADCS testbed points at different angles. Note that the reaction wheels were off during the filtering test. Figure 55 shows that the angle error increases the farther away the angle is from zero. To create a filter, the error vs sensor angle is plotted along with its corresponding linear fit as shown in Fig. 56.

![Figure 55. Static Magnetometer Sensor Error](image)

Note that the linear fit equation is located in the legend. The linear fit shown in Fig. 56 is not accurate at angles past ±20°. Using this linear fit and applying it to the sensor values results in Fig. 57.
The unfiltered sensor has a mean error of 2.3° whereas the filtered sensor’s mean error is 0.97°. Figure 57 shows that the angle error is near zero for angles below ±20°, but angle discrepancies of over 1° will occur past ±20°. Figure 58 demonstrates the relationship between angle error and magnetic field error.
Figure 58. Angle Error vs. Magnetometer Error

Figure 58 shows that a magnetic field error of 150 mG in the y-axis and -100 mG error in the x-axis corresponds to an angle error of 5°. Note that there will not be positive magnetometer error for $M_x$ because of how the inertial magnetic field inside the Helmholtz cage was set (Section 3.5.2.1). Figure 58 is a useful reference for understanding the angle error associated with a corresponding magnetic field error.

4.2.3 Steady-State Filtering

Recalling Section 3.5.2.4, the reaction wheels were commanded to perform the sawtooth pattern shown in Fig. 43 while the ADCS testbed was static. Figure 59 illustrates the histogram of the angle output for the test. The test suggests that the data is within 1.2° (3$\sigma$) of 0°. Although that statistic is within typical magnetometer accuracy ranges of ± 5° as mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the magnetometer can be improved with filtering. When comparing the histograms of Figs. 54 and 59, it is obvious that using magnetometer data for angular position estimates is very sensitive to the magnetic field disturbances caused by spinning the reaction wheels. A linear fit exists when one plots the angle error vs the reaction wheel speed. Creating a linear
fit from this curve results in Fig. 60.

Figure 59. Histogram of Angle Error During Sawtooth Test

Figure 60. Linear Fit of Angle Error vs. Wheel Speed

Also keep in mind that the “Bias” term labeled in Fig. 60 is subject to change each time the ADCS is re-programmed or powered on. The bias calibration process simply averages the current angle output of the estimation algorithm for half a minute. Since the ADCS testbed is sitting still then any angle output is noise that can be subtracted
to better mimic the truth measurement. Once averaged, the mean noise becomes the bias term for the linear fit.

![Figure 61. Filtered Angle with Changing Wheel Speed](image)

Also notice how the error spikes when the wheel speed reaches 0 RPM. This may be caused by the wheels switching directions which causes the magnetic field to rapidly change. Outside of this spike, the most significant errors occur at the highest wheel speeds. Figure 61 shows both calibrated and uncalibrated angle estimate errors when using magnetometer data only. The wheel speed is normalized to show how the speed effects the angle error. Notice how well the filter responds to changes in wheel speed compared to the unfiltered response. Notice when the wheel speed is around zero the angle error increases. This is further supported by Fig. 60 because the angle error spikes when the wheel’s speeds are near 0 RPM. This means that when the ADCS testbed is at steady-state angular position, it is undesirable for the reaction wheel speeds to be close to 0 RPM. To avoid these spikes in attitude estimation, the wheels are spun to 1000 RPM to calibrate the initial bias for the steady-state filter.

Figure 62 shows the histogram of the estimation algorithm at steady-state with the saw-tooth input on the reaction wheels.
With the steady-state filter, the estimation algorithm will be accurate to 0.1° (3σ) compared to the original 3° of estimation accuracy identified at the beginning of this research effort. Comparing Figs. 62 and 59 shows the difference in standard deviation to be 0.3° and mean to be 0.2°. The addition of this filter makes the estimation algorithm 30 times more accurate.

The calibration and filtering of the magnetometer was strictly for a static magnetic field that is stronger than normal which results in improved attitude estimates than one would normally see from typical magnetometers. Using this logic, it is useful to manipulate the magnetometer into being more accurate than it actually is so as to see the real capability of the RWA and control algorithms. The duty cycle calibration of the reaction wheels are discussed in the next section.

4.3 RWA Duty Cycle Calibration

The duty cycle calibration testing described in Section 3.5.3 is performed to fit a linear curve between the reaction wheel speed and duty cycle. An explanation of how duty cycle count relates to reaction wheel speed is located in Section 3.5.3. Figures 63
through 68 show the duty cycle vs. reaction wheel speed curves and their respective linear fits. Note that the linear fit is located in the legend.

![Figure 63. Forward DC vs. Wheel 1](image)

![Figure 64. Reverse DC vs. Wheel 1](image)

![Figure 65. Forward DC vs. Wheel 2](image)

![Figure 66. Reverse DC vs. Wheel 2](image)

![Figure 67. Forward DC vs. Wheel 3](image)

![Figure 68. Reverse DC vs. Wheel 3](image)

Notice that when the duty cycle count is roughly ±100 from 1000, the motor is not enough to overcome the static friction inherent in the bearings when the wheels are not moving. The reaction wheels, however, can rotate at duty cycles between 900
and 1100 once the wheels start moving. For this reason, the reaction wheels will be initially directed to a nominal speed of 1000 RPM before starting any control experiments. Overall, the reaction wheel speed to duty cycle conversion will produce the actual wheel speed close to the desired wheel speed. The reaction wheel controller is then used to decrease the rise time of this response and achieve low steady-state error. The next section will discuss the analysis and results of reaction wheel time constant testing.

4.4 RWA Time Constant Analysis

As previously discussed in Section 3.6.4, calculating the time constant for a wide range of wheel speeds is useful in determining the wheel speed cutoff for control and determining the best way to model the wheels. Time constants were calculated for each wheel in a variety of ways as discussed in Section 3.5.4. Figures 69 through 71 illustrate the histogram of the time constants for each of the 3 reaction wheels. Notice how each figure contains an outlier at a higher time constant. These values demonstrate the time constant when speeding up to 6000 or -6000 RPM from a lower wheel speed. $3\sigma$ of each wheel (mean and standard deviation shown on legend) puts the time constant at 23.27, 23.31, and 26.08 for wheels 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The outliers far exceed $3\sigma$ which means that when the wheels ramp up to these speeds, the wheels time constants become too far off the mean value to be considered near linear. With such a slow time constant compared to other wheel speeds, control that would require the wheels to transition to this speed will cause a larger difference in response.
Figure 69. Histogram of Wheel 1 Time Constants

Figure 70. Histogram of Wheel 2 Time Constants
The slow time constant from high reaction wheel speeds makes the reaction wheel’s performance, and therefore the ADCS testbed’s performance, less predictable and more nonlinear. For this reason, the wheel speed cutoff was chosen to be 5500 and -5500 RPM. This keeps all time constants well within 3σ which creates more linear behavior. With the wheel speed cutoff implemented, the new mean and standard deviations of the wheel time constants are outlined in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wheel Number</th>
<th>Mean (sec)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.0851</td>
<td>2.7659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.8766</td>
<td>2.8443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.1960</td>
<td>2.9722</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the mean and standard deviation of the time constants are not the same for each reaction wheel, they are closely aligned. The mean of each reaction wheel is within 0.78 seconds of each other. The standard deviations only differ at a maximum of 0.17 seconds. Each reaction wheel, however, has extremely low time constants
in the ranges of 4 to 8 seconds. Whenever the wheels are commanded to go from a positive wheel speed to a negative wheel speed, the time constant becomes much lower than the mean value. Going from positive to negative wheel speeds is necessary for improved control authority which allow these values to be within $3\sigma$ of the mean.

The fact that the time constant is better at switches between positive and negative wheel speeds suggests that starting from a low wheel speed will improve desired time response characteristics. This, however, stands in contrast with the conclusions found in Section 4.2 with filtering the magnetometer. Estimation is poor with wheel speeds around zero. Control is only as good as the estimation, so it is still preferred to control the reaction wheels at speeds above 1000 RPM. This will, however, decrease control authority because the time constants will be higher. Although the time constants will not be as low while spinning at higher wheel speeds, the time response performance characteristics can be improved with a controller. Tuning the RWA controller will be discussed in the next section.

4.5 RWA Controller Analysis

The reaction wheel control proved to be very useful in increasing performance characteristics of the wheel time response given a step input. Tuning just the proportional gain will first be discussed followed by the results from changing the integral gain. Finally, the next subsection details the results from different step inputs using the chosen controller gains.

4.5.1 Tuning the Proportional and Integral Gains

To start, only the proportional gain $K_p$ was varied. The rise time and settling time were calculated for each wheel. The wheels started at rest and were accelerated to 3000 RPM. Figures 72 through 74 show the time response for ramping up to 3000
RPM from 0 RPM for varying the proportional gain for the three reaction wheels. Comparing these responses with the simulated response given by Fig. 48 shows that the larger $K_p$ is the shorter the time to the commanded speed. The data differs from Fig. 48 because it appears that the speed of the response reaches its limit at gain values of 7 and above. Notice how quickly from Figs. 72 through 74 that $K_p$ converges. Any higher rise in $K_p$ would merit a similar response. There are mechanical limits to how fast the reaction wheels can accelerate which simple simulation cannot predict.

**Figure 72. Wheel 1 Time Response for Varying $K_p$**

**Figure 73. Wheel 2 Time Response for Varying $K_p$**
Figure 74. Wheel 3 Time Response for Varying $K_p$

Table 2 summarizes the rise times and settling times of reaction wheel 1. Note that rise time was calculated by subtracting the times where the response was 10% and 90% percent of its desired value. There are many rise time rules, but this rule is generally used for over damped (i.e first-order) systems [7]. The settling time is calculated as the time at which the speed is within 2% of the desired value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K_p$</th>
<th>$K_i$</th>
<th>Rise Time (sec)</th>
<th>Percent Overshoot</th>
<th>Settling Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that there is no difference in the rise and settling times of the time response for any of the wheels when $K_p$ is 7 or 9. This means that raising the gain any higher will not yield a faster response. Mechanically, the motor cannot apply a higher voltage to the reaction wheel, this means that any higher $K_p$ value would not merit a larger torque. Also notice that the steady-state error in Figs. 72 through 74 decreases with
higher $K_p$ as well. This is evident by comparing the steady-state response of $K_p$ equal to 1 versus the other chosen gains. $K_p$ equal to 1 overshoots the desired wheel speed whereas the higher gain values do not. The chosen $K_p$ for this research effort is 9.

Looking again at Table 2, one will notice that the integral gain $K_i$ was varied as well. The results from tuning this gain showed much poorer performance than just using a proportional gain. Figure 75 shows the time response of varying $K_I$ values for reaction wheel 1. Note that the commanded speed is 3000 RPM.

![Figure 75. Wheel 1 Time Response for Varying $K_i$](image)

Figure 75 illustrates that a low $K_i$ that minimizes overshoot is not ideal for settling back to the desired speed. The test was run for more that 150 seconds and it still was not able to settle back to 3000 RPM. The gain was then increased to 0.5 which caused even more overshoot but it did settle within 2% of 3000. Although the system did settle back to 3000 RPM, the settling time was over 140 seconds. Due to the integral control’s poor performance on reaction wheel response, it will not be used for control of the reaction wheel motors.
4.5.2 Variable Step Inputs with Chosen Gains

Now that the gains had been chosen, the wheels were given a multitude of different inputs so as to analyze their response characteristics. Figure 76 shows reaction wheel one given a multitude of inputs ranging from 1000 RPM to 5000 RPM. Figure 77 shows reaction wheel 1 given inputs ranging from -1000 RPM to -5000 RPM. Note the rise time increases with increasing wheel speed difference. Each test produced nearly identical transient responses. Notice that the rise time for 5000 and -5000 RPM is almost double that of the rise time for 4000 and -4000 RPM.

![Figure 76. Wheel 1 Time Response for Varying Positive Inputs](image)

Typically a linear response will have close to the same time response characteristics; the large differences in rise time for different inputs denotes a non-linear response. Achieving higher speeds will be more difficult for the controller because of wheel speed cutoff discussed in Section 4.4. The highest command the controller can give is that of 5500 RPM. This means that the time constant of the response will actually be lower than a response with wheel speed cutoff. This is little cause for concern in satellite attitude control because rarely is the wheel speed commanded from the ADCS controller going to be 5000 RPM greater than the initial wheel speed. Conserving
time constant linearity by using a wheel speed cutoff would then be preferred. The results and analysis of filtering sensor noise will be discussed next.

4.6 Sensor Noise Analysis

As mentioned in Section 3.5.6, two tests were performed to determine the performance of the rolling average on the standard deviation and mean of the states. Note that the wheels were commanded to stay at a constant speed of 1020 RPM. This means that the following histograms will be misleading when it comes to non-constant wheel speeds. The data presented is meant to represent steady-state noise where the wheel speeds will be near constant. The histogram before the rolling average for the $z$-axis angle is illustrated in Figure 78. Notice that the resolution of the attitude estimate is roughly $0.02^\circ$. The mean is within $0.01^\circ$ of truth while the standard deviation is $0.02^\circ$. Figure 79 shows the attitude estimate with the implementation of the rolling average.
The mean and standard deviation using the rolling average decrease by a factor of ten: the new mean is $-0.002^\circ$ and standard deviation is $0.007^\circ$.

The rolling average also decreased sensor noise on the gyroscope as well. Figures 80 and 81 show the histograms of the angular velocity output without and with the rolling average respectively.
Figure 80 shows that the data is irregular as compared to Figure 78. The mean and standard deviation without the rolling average is $-0.01^\circ/\sec$ and $0.09^\circ/\sec$ respectively. The implementation of the rolling averaged reduced the mean to $0.008^\circ/\sec$ and the standard deviation to $0.03^\circ/\sec$. The decrease in noise for the angle and angular velocity using the rolling average filter increases steady-state estimation accuracy which will therefore increase steady-state control accuracy.
The reaction wheel speeds stay relatively constant when commanded to a desired RPM. The optical tachometer shown in Fig. 49 was used to determine sensor accuracy of the reaction wheel tachometer. The wheel speed stays within ±15 RPM of the commanded value of 1020 RPM. Unfortunately, the reaction wheel Hall sensors are only capable of producing sensor readings of ±30 RPM resolution. This means that along with 1020 RPM readings, occasionally a reading of 990 or 1050 will output as shown in Fig. 82. Note that only reaction wheel 1 is demonstrated here, but the other wheels produced similar results.

![Histogram of Tachometer without Rolling Average](image)

**Figure 82. Histogram of Tachometer without Rolling Average**

The tachometer shows that it is at 1020 RPM for the majority of the time. The mean is slightly higher at 1025 RPM and the standard deviation is 12.27 RPM. Figure 83 illustrates the implementation of the rolling average onto the tachometer.

The mean and standard deviation of the wheel speed output decrease to 1024 RPM and 6 RPM respectively. The mean is nearly identical, but the standard deviation was reduced to half. $3\sigma$ of this data is 18 which comes close to matching the accuracy value represented by the optical tachometer. The increased accuracy and reduction of noise for the sensors will increase steady-state estimation and control accuracy.
4.7 ADCS Testbed Tuning and Performance Analysis

The PID controller aboard the ADCS testbed was quantified through the testing procedures described in Section 3.5.7. Figure 84 illustrates the time responses of the ADCS testbed slewing to the desired angle of 10° with varying $K_p$. Also discussed in Section 3.5.7, increasing $K_p$ will increase the rise time of the respective time response. Notice from Fig. 84 that the rise time increases with increasing $K_p$ but the percent overshoot does not. Table 3 displays the rise time and percent overshoot of each time response shown in Fig. 84.

Table 3. ADCS Testbed Time Response Characteristics of Varying $K_p$ for a 10° Slew

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K_p$</th>
<th>Rise Time (sec)</th>
<th>Percent Overshoot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>111.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>100.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>118.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>104.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cause of uncharacteristic behavior in the percent overshoot category is related to how the reaction wheels respond to smaller torque commands. For the reaction wheels
to slow down, the momentum built from spinning the reaction wheels up must also be counteracted; the build-up of momentum is overcome by larger torque commands given from the ADCS testbed. Because $K_p$ is higher, the torque commands will be larger at lower desired angle errors. This will make the reaction wheels react quickly to speed up or slow down. Since the rise time increases with increasing $K_p$ and the overshoot does not present a noticeable trend. $K_p$ equal to 0.1 was chosen for this research effort because of its fast response time. Although $K_p$ equal to 0.1 is unstable, adding derivative control will stabilize the ADCS testbed.

Varying $K_d$ while keeping $K_p$ equal to 0.1 yielded predictable results. Figure 85 shows the time response of the ADCS testbed with varying $K_d$ and constant $K_p$.

Notice that increasing $K_d$ decreases percent overshoot and increases rise time which confirms the behavior predicted in Section 3.5.7. Although the addition of a derivative term allowed the ADCS testbed to stabilize, the ADCS testbed angle starts to drift when settling at the commanded position. Table 4 presents the rise time, percent overshoot, average steady-state error, and standard deviation value of each time response of varying $K_d$. To rid the response of overshoot, a $K_d$ 10 times larger than
$K_p$ is used. Note that the “critically damped” $K_p$ would be 1.16 using simulation. This more than doubles the rise time when using a $K_d$ twice the size of $K_p$. Notice that settling time is not a specification in Table 4. This means that the steady-state value was not able to stay within $\pm 2\%$ of the final value for any of the time responses. This will be corrected with the use of an integral term to the PID controller.

Table 4. ADCS Testbed Time Response Characteristics of Varying $K_d$ for a 10° Slew

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K_d$</th>
<th>Rise Time (sec)</th>
<th>Percent Overshoot</th>
<th>Average Steady State Error (deg)</th>
<th>Steady-State Std Dev (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The angular velocity of these time responses is also worth analyzing. CubeSat slew rates are typically only about 1°/sec or slower; the ADCS testbed seeks to have a range of slew speeds that are above or below 1°/sec. Figure 86 shows the angular velocity vs time of the ADCS testbed slewing to 10° with varying $K_d$. Obviously,
the angular velocity decreases with increasing $K_d$ as noted by the increasing rise time shown in Table 4. The angular velocities of the ADCS testbed at $K_d$ equal to 0.6 and under are above $1^\circ$/sec. The addition of an integral term will only increase the angular velocity response. Although the ADCS testbed has the ability to reach a wide range of angular velocities and remain stable, this research effort will keep percent overshoot low by choosing a $K_d$ value of 1.0.

![Figure 86. ADCS Testbed Angular Velocity Response with Varying $K_d$ for a 10° Slew](image)

The integral gain must now be inserted into the PID controller so that settling time and steady-state error of the time response of the ADCS test be can be minimized. First, the addition of $K_i$ was tested with and without a band around the set point that toggles $K_i$ on and off (Section 3.5.7). Figure 87 shows the time response of the ADCS testbed slewing to 10° without the use of $K_i$, with the use of $K_i$ but without a band around the set point, and with $K_i$ plus the band around the set point.

The transient response of the ADCS testbed without the set point band produces a larger rise time and percent overshoot as predicted in Section 3.5.7. The ADCS testbed response with the set point band produces a response similar to the no $K_i$ response. The difference is that the addition of $K_i$ keeps the steady-state value much
lower than without $K_d$. This can be seen at the end of Fig. 87 by noticing the drift in the response without $K_i$ versus the smaller drift with the use of $K_i$. Figure 88 illustrates the angular velocities of the ADCS testbed time responses with and without a set point band. Note that the no $K_i$ response is there for reference.

The speed of the response without the set point band is approximately $1^\circ$/sec while the speed of response with the set point band is approximately $0.8^\circ$/sec. Although both of these responses are within the desired angular velocity limits, larger slews will result in larger angular velocities. For this reason, the set point band will be implemented while using an integral term. After the set point band was established, steady-state performance was measured by varying $K_i$. Figure 89 shows the steady-state response of the ADCS testbed slewing to $10^\circ$ with varying $K_i$.

$K_i$ equal to 0.15 has the highest percent overshoot, but the settling time is almost equal to a $K_i$ equal to 0.1. $K_i$ equal to 0.005 has a longer settling time due to the response going above $\pm 2\%$ of the desired value at times above 100 seconds. Table 5 presents the percent overshoot, settling time, average steady-state error, and standard
Figure 88. ADCS Testbed Angular Velocity Response with $K_i$ Set Point Band for a $10^\circ$ slew deviation value of each time response of varying $K_i$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K_i$</th>
<th>Percent Overshoot</th>
<th>Settling Time (sec)</th>
<th>Average Steady State Error (deg)</th>
<th>Steady-State Std Dev (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>139.6</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A trade-off exists with the transient response and steady-state characteristics of the ADCS testbed. The $K_i$ equal to 0.005 response goes outside the required band for settling time whereas higher $K_i$ values drastically decrease the settling time of the ADCS testbed time response. The difference between the characteristics of $K_i$ equal to 0.01 versus 0.015 is very small. $K_i$ equal to 0.015 has a slightly larger percent overshoot and settling time, but the average steady-state error is slightly lower. Since the average steady-state error between the two time responses is only 0.0015$^\circ$, a $K_i$ value of 0.01 will be used for this research effort. In summary, the chosen gains are as follows: $K_p$ equal to 0.1, $K_d$ equal to 1.0, and $K_i$ equal to 0.01.
A major aspect to compare is the performance of the ADCS testbed steady-state control vs. the estimation accuracy detailed in Section 4.2. Two different performances were given for estimation accuracy, one with constant wheel speed and one with the wheels speeding up and slowing down in a sawtooth pattern (Fig. 61). The mean and standard deviation of these estimation performances plus the control performance is detailed in Table 6.

Table 6. Estimation and Control Steady-State Performance Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Average Steady State Error (deg)</th>
<th>Steady-State Std Dev (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimation:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant RPM</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimation:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawtooth</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointing Accuracy</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that the mean and standard deviation of the control are lower than the sawtooth estimation. The sawtooth estimation sought to quantify the average accuracy of the magnetometer by using different wheel speeds. When the ADCS testbed is
pointing at steady-state, the wheel speed is essentially constant for short time peri-
ods. This negligible change in wheel speed does not have to handle the inaccuracies
inherent in the linear filter created for the magnetometer off of the sawtooth estima-
tion. In this way, the control pointing accuracy should actually be compared with
the constant RPM estimation accuracy. Comparing these two results demonstrate the
steady-state pointing capability using the reaction wheels with very accurate estima-
tion. The pointing accuracy of the control algorithm is $0.07^\circ (3\sigma)$ with an estimation
accuracy of $0.02^\circ (3\sigma)$. AFIT’s four wheel pyramid array has shown that it is possible
to achieve less than $0.1^\circ$ of pointing accuracy around the $z$-axis inside AFIT’s Cube-
Sat testbed. The next subsection will discuss how the ADCS testbed time response
varies when the desired angle is changed.

4.7.1 ADCS Testbed Slew Performance Analysis

With the PID gains set in the ADCS testbed control algorithm, the ADCS testbed
time response characteristics while varying the commanded angle were tested and
analyzed. Figure 90 illustrates the ADCS testbed time response for slews from $5^\circ$ to $25^\circ$.

Each ADCS testbed time response has similar overshoot and rise times. Settling
times are also similar with different slews. Table 7 provides values for rise time,
percent overshoot, and settling time of each slew.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slew (deg)</th>
<th>Rise Time (sec)</th>
<th>Percent Overshoot</th>
<th>Settling Time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>51.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.38</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>53.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.77</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>48.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>15.47</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>47.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>15.52</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>47.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notice that while the rise time is consistent between slews, the settling time and percent overshoot decrease with increasing slew. This is explained via the set point band created to decrease the amount of integral wind up caused by using $K_i$. The overshoot for the 5° slew response is larger than the others because the torque applied from the non-linear PID controller to achieve the desired angle is low. The integral wind up for a 5° slew will be larger proportionally to the low amount of torque applied to the reaction wheels; this will tend to increase overshoot and settling time for smaller slews. The integral wind-up will be of lesser effect on the transient response at larger slews; this results in lower percent overshoots. The rise time consistency shows the linear behavior of the ADCS testbed while the decreasing overshoot and settling time with increasing slew show the effects of the non-linear PID controller brought about from the set point band on $K_i$. Note that larger slews of up to 60°, while not tested, would most likely continue the non-linear behavior of the ADCS testbed. Estimation accuracy was within $\pm 1^\circ$ for $\pm 25^\circ$ of slew angle so slew tests were performed only in this range.

The amount of control used to reach these angles is also of interest. It is important
to know if the wheels come close to saturation when commanded to slew to large angles. Figure 91 illustrates the total change in reaction wheel 1’s speed for each slew.

![Figure 91. Reaction Wheel 1 Change in Wheel Speed with Varying Commanded Angle](image)

For the ADCS testbed to slew to 25°, it only takes a change in reaction wheel speed of just under 700 RPM for each reaction wheel. As discussed in Section 3.3.6, the MOI of the ADCS testbed is that of the chassis and the loading surface. This increases the MOI which means the reaction wheels will have to increase in speed to output the same response. Furthermore, only three reaction wheels are being used. If another reaction wheel was granted, control usage would decrease for each wheel. Notice that the reaction wheel keeps increasing once the ADCS testbed is settled at the desired angle; this is due to the fact that an external torque is inherent in AFIT’s CubeSat testbed. The characterization of this external torque will be discussed further in Section 4.8. The next subsection will discuss the ADCS performance when subjected to a large disturbance torque.
4.7.2 ADCS Testbed Impulse Disturbance Torque Analysis

Pushing the ADCS testbed about the $z$-axis simulates an instantaneous (impulse) external torque for the reaction wheels to overcome. The ADCS testbed time response to repeated external torques is shown in Fig. 92.

![Figure 92. ADCS Testbed Time Response to Impact Disturbance Torque](image)

The ADCS testbed was subjected to a $10^\circ$, $20^\circ$ and $30^\circ$ impulse disturbance deflections. Figure 92 shows that the control was able to bring the ADCS testbed back to the desired angle of $0^\circ$. The input of an external torque means that the change in angular momentum for the ADCS testbed is non-zero; This means that the reaction wheels will increase in speed to counteract the external disturbance torque. Figure 93 shows reaction wheel 1’s change in speed throughout the disturbance test shown in Fig 92.

Due to the external disturbance torque, the reaction wheels never come back to the starting wheel speed of 1000 RPM. The change in speed from steady-state value before and after the disturbance is proportional to the applied external torque. Notice how the reaction wheels are at almost -4000 RPM after the third disturbance torque.
Eventually, the wheels would saturate; this would require a counteracting external torque such as torque coils to de-saturate the reaction wheels. Using torque coils to de-saturate the reaction wheels will be discussed in Section 5.3.

### 4.8 Angular Momentum/External Torque Analysis

As discussed in 3.5.8, the ADCS testbed will point at $0^\circ$ for 15 minutes with and without the trash bag covering the ADCS testbed (Fig. 50) to test the amount of external torque caused by air currents. The test without the trash bag was performed on three occasions to ensure the air current provides a consistent external torque. The third test without the trash bag over the ADCS testbed had the doors to the room closed where the CubeSat testbed is located. This was to ensure that air currents coming into the room from the hallways were not a factor. The trash bag was then pulled over the ADCS testbed and the test was run twice to ensure consistency. All three cases without the trash bag returned similar results and the two cases with the trash bag provided similar results. Figure 94 demonstrates the change in angular momentum of the following tests: the doors open, the doors closed, and the trash
bag pulled over the ADCS testbed.

Figure 94. Change in Angular Momentum with and without Air Disturbance

Notice that the change in angular momentum $\Delta H_z$ with and without the doors closed is nearly identical. Therefore any air current coming from the hallway is assumed negligible towards the external torque on the ADCS testbed. Notice the striking difference in the angular momentum change with and without the trash bag. The angular momentum with and without the trash bag goes in the opposite directions. This means that the air current torque is larger in size and opposite in sign of the magnetic torque inherent in the ADCS testbed at 0°. Table 8 outlines the external torque values calculated from the gathered data using Eq. (70).

The air current torque is 1.39 times greater than the magnetic torque when the ADCS testbed is at 0°. This brings the net total torque to 0.0036 mNm at 0° which causes the reaction wheels to increase in speed. Note that the air current torque is 0.135 mNm. This torque did not affect the pointing accuracy of the ADCS testbed and is only 0.36% of the motor torque of one reaction wheel motor. Table 8 also shows the average magnetic torque at 10° and -10°. The magnetic moments of the ADCS testbed using Eq. (71) are 0.0485 A-m² in the y-axis and -0.1283 A-m² in the x-axis.
This makes the $x$-axis magnetic moment 2.65 times as large as the $y$-axis magnetic moment. The estimated magnetic torque varies with the $z$-axis angle as shown in Fig. 95.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>External Torque (mNm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doors Open</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doors Closed</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag On</td>
<td>-0.0097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Torque at 0°</td>
<td>-0.0097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Torque at 10°</td>
<td>-0.0140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Torque at -10°</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Current Torque</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 95. Estimated Magnetic Torque with Varying Angle

The estimation predicts that there will be no magnetic torque if the ADCS testbed is pointing at -5° and the maximum magnetic torque can be 0.115 mNm. As previously stated, this assumes the magnetic moments are constant values. As will be discussed in Section 4.9.2, this is only a valid assumption for small angles around 0°. Note that the air current torque, while not calculated as a function of $z$-axis angle, could be by testing the external torque at multiple locations and subtracting off the predicted
magnetic torque using Fig. 95.

If the ADCS testbed was covered and stationary at 0° with the reaction wheel’s spinning at 5500 RPM, then the magnetic torque would saturate the wheels in roughly 2 hours and 8 minutes. Since the reaction wheels are typically spun to 1000 RPM, the saturation time would be roughly 1 hour and 15 minutes.

Covering the ADCS testbed eliminates most of the air current torques. A torque free environment could be achieved based on the manipulation of torque coils and the elimination of air currents. Furthermore, the magnetic torque is easier to predict and model which will help with predicting ADCS testbed behavior. The next section will compare the MATLAB simulation to the ADCS testbed sensor data.

4.9 ADCS Testbed Model Analysis

As discussed in Section 3.5.9, the following list details specific data used in an analytical model created in MATLAB script:

- ADCS testbed MOI (0.1593157 kg-m²)
- Sensor noise
- External torque model
- Systemic time delay of 0.2 seconds
- Reaction wheel 1st order model with duty cycle conversion and a 201 time constant look-up table
- ADCS testbed z-axis model

First, the MOI of the reaction wheels and the ADCS testbed (Section 3.3.6) were implemented into the model. Next, sensor noise (Section 4.6) from the IMU and
tachometer were characterized as a Gaussian distribution. The time delay and conversion from commanded reaction wheel speed to duty cycle was implemented. The reaction wheel model, which was modeled as a first-order system, includes 201 time constants between the three reaction wheels with a look-up table based on current and desired reaction wheel speed. The ADCS testbed model is for the z-axis only and will need to be expanded to three-axis. The following list shows the assumptions used to create the analytical model:

- Only external torque is magnetic
- Sensor noise assumed Gaussian
- Angular velocity in the x- and y-axes is negligible
- Reaction wheels behave as a first-order system with changing time constants
- The MOI of the ADCS testbed and reaction wheels are constant

The magnetic torque model calculated in Section 4.8 is used to predict the simulated external torque for the model. Section 4.6 shows that the noise of each state follows closely to a Gaussian distribution. Due to the same command for each reaction wheel, a small nutation occurs about the x- and y-axes. For short periods of time, however, this nutation is not visible. Therefore, for small slew demonstrations it is assumed that these angular velocities are zero. This means that the analytical model only simulates z-axis maneuvers which must be expanded to three-axis control in the future. Section 4.4 demonstrated the first-order behavior of the reaction wheels; this first-order system is modeled with a time constant look-up table. Finally, the MOI of the ADCS testbed and reaction wheels are assumed constant. Figure 96 shows a block diagram that illustrates how the model functions.
Figure 96. Analytical Model to Simulate ADCS Testbed Behavior
The model begins by adding Gaussian noise to each of the five states. The PID controller then operates on the $z$-axis angle error $\theta_e$ to output a desired torque $\tau_c$. The desired torque is then converted to the change in commanded wheel speed $\Delta \psi_c$ which is added to reaction wheel 1’s speed to output the desired wheel speed $\psi_c$. A time delay is inserted to delay the input into the RWA model shown in Fig. 97.

![Figure 97. Analytical Model to Simulate RWA Behavior](image)

The RWA model inputs the commanded and current wheels speeds and converts them to a duty cycle $DC$ and commanded duty cycle $DC_c$. The duty cycle error $DC_e$ is calculated and is multiplied by a proportional gain $K_p$. After going through the duty cycle limit check discussed in Section 4.4, the duty cycle is converted back to a wheel speed in RPM. The time constant look-up table is used to determine the best time constant based on current wheel speed and wheel speed error. The chosen time constant is used in ODE45 to propagate through Eq. (65) to output the actual wheel speed $\psi_{1,2,3,m}$. The actual wheel speed is differenced with the prior wheel speed to output the actual change in wheel speed $\Delta \psi_{1,2,3,m}$. The commanded torque to the ADCS testbed model is then calculated by converting $\Delta \psi_{1,2,3,m}$ to each wheel speed torque $\tau_{1,2,3,m}$ and summing them. The ADCS testbed model uses ODE45 to propagate through the following equations:

\[ \dot{\theta}_z = \omega_z \quad (76) \]

\[ \dot{\omega}_z = \frac{\tau_m}{C} + \frac{M_{mag}}{C} \quad (77) \]
These linear first-order differential equations calculate the state values and are fed back into the model shown in Fig. 96. The following subsections will include the tuning of the reaction wheel MOI, comparisons of time response characteristics for various slews between the simulated and actual responses, pointing accuracy predictions from simulation, and analyzing the effectiveness of external torque modeling.

4.9.1 Time Delay and Reaction Wheel MOI

The time delay of the system was calculated by comparing the commanded angle from the data to when the ADCS testbed responded. The average time delay observed from the data is 0.2 seconds. The reaction wheel MOI was chosen to be a design variable due to it never being measured like the ADCS testbed was. Figure 98 shows how the simulated speed of reaction wheel one changes with varying reaction wheel MOI.

![Figure 98. Simulated Reaction Wheel Response to Varying Wheel MOIs vs. Tachometer Data](image)

\[ \psi_{1,2,3} = \frac{\tau_{1,2,3m}}{D} \]
The original specification given to the reaction wheel MOI was 2.6E-5 kg-m². Notice how using this MOI results in a simulation that does not match the peak of the data gathered from the tachometer during a 10° slew. As the reaction wheel MOI is lowered, the reaction wheel speed must increase to retain the same response. When the reaction wheel MOI is 2.4E-5 kg-m², the simulation peak is very close to the actual peak. This test shows that the previous wheel MOI may be as much as 8% off. For this reason, the simulation will use a reaction wheel MOI of 2.4E-5 for the remainder of the tests.

4.9.2 Time Response Characteristics

Section 3.5.9 discussed that the slew test performed on the ADCS testbed in Section 4.7 would be simulated by the model. Note that these tests were performed without anything covering the ADCS testbed, so air current torque was a factor. It is desirable to test the time response of the system with a cover for the ADCS testbed because the magnetic torque varies with changes to the z-axis angle whereas the air current torque is assumed constant. The air current torque is not modeled as well as the magnetic torque, so the data gathered from the slews by the ADCS testbed are all covered so that only the magnetic torque is active. Figures 99 through 101 illustrate a 10° slew comparison between the ADCS testbed sensor data and the model.
Figure 99. Attitude: Actual vs. Simulation

Figure 100. Angular Velocity: Actual vs. Simulation
Taking the difference between the actual data and simulation leaves average errors of $0.079^\circ$ in the attitude response, $0.042^\circ$/sec in the angular velocity response, and 13 RPM in the reaction wheel response. Notice that in Fig. 101 the reaction wheel speed decreases even though the attitude remains at around $10^\circ$. This is caused by the magnetic external torque that was calculated in Section 4.8. The magnetic torque is counteracted by the decrease in reaction wheel speed. As mentioned in Section 3.5.9, tests were also performed for slews of 5, 15, 20 and 25$^\circ$. The rise time, percent overshoot, and settling time differences between the simulated and actual time responses for each slew are detailed in Table 9.

Table 9. Time Response Characteristics Percent Difference Between Sensor Data and Simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slew (deg)</th>
<th>Rise Time Difference (%)</th>
<th>Overshoot Difference (%)</th>
<th>Settling Time Difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>7.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>4.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>45.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>43.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notice that the time response characteristics difference between the sensor data and simulation increases with increasing slew. The rise time and overshoot differences are all less than 3% different whereas the settling time error at slews past 15° shoots up to 45%. This may be due for a couple of reasons. First, the magnetic torque that was calculated in Section 4.8 does not correspond to the tachometer response when slewing to 25° as shown in Fig. 102.

![Figure 102. Reaction Wheel 1 Speed: Actual vs. Simulation for 25° Slew](image)

The simulated magnetic torque is not as strong as the actual magnetic torque experienced by the ADCS testbed. This may be caused by a changing magnetic moment that is related to reaction wheel speed. This larger external torque may cause slightly higher overshoot and delay the settling process.

The second and most important reason that the time response settling times and percent overshoots are different between the simulation and actual response is due to the lack of a truth measurement. Without a truth measurement, the accuracy of the simulation is a function of the accuracy of the sensor. For all that we know, the simulation could be closer to the truth measurements than the actual sensor measurements. Once a truth measurement device is implemented, the model and
sensors can both be adjusted so that they match. Without a truth measurement device, the simulated and sensor responses accuracy is left up to just speculation. The only case where this is not true is with steady-state measuring because of angle markings on the wall of the CubeSat testbed; and even this method has inherent human error.

Another comparison between the simulation and ADCS testbed responses is the pointing accuracy. Recalling back to Section 4.7, the pointing accuracy of the ADCS testbed is $0.07^\circ$. By comparison, the simulated pointing accuracy is $0.09^\circ$. This means the error between the sensed and simulated pointing accuracy is $0.02^\circ$.

### 4.10 Chapter Summary

Chapter IV presented the results and analysis for the various tests discussed in Section 3.5. First the gyroscope and magnetometer calibrations and filters were created and analyzed. The estimation accuracy using the IMU was calculated to be $0.1^\circ (3\sigma)$. The Chapter continued by characterizing and designing the controller for the RWA. The reaction wheel speed was found to have a linear relationship with the duty cycle count. The controller for the RWA uses a proportional gain and is modeled as first-order system with the use of 201 time constants. Next, the sensor noise of the attitude, angular velocity, and tachometer were characterized for implementation into the MATLAB model. The Chapter then presented the testing and analysis of the control design and performance of the ADCS testbed. The ADCS testbed uses a PID controller that has a pointing accuracy of $0.07^\circ$. The derivative gain is 10 times the proportional gain while the integral gain is 10 times less than the proportional gain. Slewing the ADCS testbed to commanded angles showed asymptotic stability and linear behavior with a second order system response. The ADCS was then given impulse disturbance torques to overcome. The ADCS testbed was able to overcome
a 10°, 20°, and 30° disturbance deflection without reaction wheel saturation. The external torque inherent in the CubeSat testbed was then calculated. It was discovered that a strong air current torque was able to overcome the magnetic torque inherent in the ADCS testbed. The air current torque was assumed constant while the magnetic torque was characterized as a function of the z-axis angle. The Chapter concluded with a comparison of the ADCS testbed sensor data versus a MATLAB model time response. The model’s time response characteristics were very close to the sensor data at low slew angles. The simulated pointing accuracy was calculated with a variant of only 0.014° from the pointing accuracy gathered from real data. Differences in the model start to be clearer at larger slews. This was due to the lack of a truth measurement and the magnetic torque model accuracy at larger slews. Overall, the pointing accuracy of the ADCS testbed pointing accuracy was improved from ±20° to 0.07° and the MATLAB model shows similar performance to the sensor data.
V. Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Research Summary

The goal of this research effort discussed in Chapter I was to investigate the level of the ADCS’s z-axis control authority using only a RWA for actuation and an IMU for determination validated by using AFIT’s CubeSat testbed and and utilizing data gathered by these tests to determine a model’s simulation accuracy. The 6U CubeSat meets the needs of DoD related projects that would be more cost effective than using larger satellites. AFIT researchers are currently designing a 6U and 12U CubeSat. CubeSat testbeds that consist of a Helmholtz cage and air bearing are a concept taken from satellite simulators; the characterization and advancement of these testbeds could greatly improve on-the-ground testing of CubeSat ADCS. This contribution documents the first time, to the best of the author’s knowledge, a 6U ADCS testbed’s validation and achievement of single-axis control inside a Helmholtz cage atop an air bearing. Furthermore, this is the first time a CubeSat testbed’s inherent external torques have been tested and characterized.

Background research was performed in Chapter II to gain an understanding of attitude determination and control. The kinematic and kinetic EOM describing satellite motion were derived with the use of coordinate frames, euler angles, and quaternions. The QUEST algorithm was used to estimate a current quaternion with inputs from the magnetometer and accelerometer. The PID controller was derived and implemented into the satellite EOM; this implementation demonstrated the closed loop dynamics of the kinetic EOM. These dynamics were used to create the MATLAB model of the ADCS testbed. Finally, a literature review helped establish past and current contributions related to this research effort.

The CubeSat testbed and ADCS testbed hardware, software, and algorithms were
explained in detail in Chapter III. The hardware configuration of the ADCS testbed includes a ADCS board, motor controller board, RWA, EPS, battery pack, and a CDH with WiFly. The ADCS control algorithm uses a PID controller and z-axis angle error to output a desired reaction wheel speed for the RWA control algorithm.

Various tests were performed to find the level of 6U ADCS performance with only a RWA and IMU using AFIT’s CubeSat testbed and how the MATLAB model compared to ADCS sensor data. The estimation accuracy improved from \( \pm 3^\circ \) to \( \pm 0.02^\circ \) (3\( \sigma \)) with constant reaction wheel speed. It was found that an air current torque and a magnetic torque are being applied to the ADCS testbed. The air current torque is 1.39 times greater than the magnetic torque when the ADCS testbed is at 0\( ^\circ \). The ADCS testbed controller was designed and its performance was compared to MATLAB simulation. The pointing accuracy improved from \( \pm 20^\circ \) to 0.07\( ^\circ \) (3\( \sigma \)) and slewing the ADCS testbed resulted in asymptotic stability and linear behavior. The ADCS testbed was able to overcome large disturbance torques without saturation of the reaction wheels. The MATLAB model showed similar time response and steady-state characteristics to the gathered data.

5.2 Conclusions

This research effort outlined testing that needed to be performed in Section 1.3 so that the level of ADCS performance using only a RWA and IMU could be characterized with the use of AFIT’s CubeSat testbed for on-the-ground testing. The following list presents the research topics discussed in Section 1.3 along with the author’s conclusions about each respective topic:

1. Establish wireless communication with the ADCS testbed so that real time data can be streamed

   Before this research effort began, telemetry was obtained from the ground station
at 1 Hz. At the start of this research effort, only wired telemetry at 10 Hz was available. Although this was useful for determination testing, control testing was near impossible due to the external torque applied by the wire. Wireless telemetry was achieved by wiring an ADCS to a CDH board with WiFly capability. The WiFly is able to send all telemetry to Tera Term where it can be easily converted into MATLAB for data analysis.

2. Achieve a high level of attitude determination using an IMU

Along with the QUEST algorithm, the ADCS testbed uses magnetometer and accelerometer sensor measurements to estimate its attitude. The magnetometer was filtered to account for angle discrepancies and reaction wheel magnetic field distortions. The estimation accuracy improved from ±3° to ±0.1° (3σ) with any reaction wheel speed. The estimation accuracy at constant reaction wheel speed is ±0.02°. When comparing to pointing accuracy, the constant reaction wheel speed estimation accuracy specification should be used considering the small amount of external torque applied to the ADCS testbed; the small torque applied keeps the reaction wheels near constant speed. The estimation algorithm can sense accurately to within ±1° when the ADCS testbed is within ±20° of 0°.

3. Establish control of the z-axis

Before control design, the RWA required duty cycle calibration. It was found that the reaction wheel speed and duty cycle count produced a linear relationship. Control design consisted of a PID controller for the ADCS testbed and a proportional controller for the RWA. The derivative gain for the PID controller is 10 times the proportional gain, and the integral gain is 1/10 of the proportional gain. The RWA proportional gain does not increase in transient performance past $K_p$ equal to 9. The inclusion of an integral gain in the RWA controller caused undesirable high overshoot and long settling times. Slew the
ADCS testbed demonstrated asymptotic stability with a second order response. Linear behavior was observed due to similar time response characteristics for varying slews. The ADCS testbed was able to overcome impulse disturbance torques without wheel saturation. The pointing accuracy of the ADCS testbed improved from $\pm 20^\circ$ to $\pm 0.07^\circ$ (3$\sigma$).

4. Characterize external torques in AFIT’s CubeSat testbed

The external torque applied to the ADCS testbed was calculated by observing the change in reaction wheel speed while the ADCS testbed pointed at a commanded angle. The air current torque and magnetic torque were estimated. The magnetic torque was characterized as a function of z-axis angle whereas the air current torque was assumed constant. The magnetic torque can apply estimated external torques between $\pm 0.05$ mNm within a linear attitude range. The air current torque applies $0.0135$ mNm of torque at $0^\circ$. Overall, it would take the ADCS testbed roughly 1 hour and 15 minutes to saturate when pointing within a linear range.

5. Create a model to accurately simulate ADCS behavior

The MATLAB model uses linearized kinetic and kinematic EOM to simulate ADCS testbed behavior. The model also includes a 1st order system approximation of the RWA that includes a 0.2 sec time delay and 201 time constants. The reaction wheel speed to duty cycle conversion was also implemented. Simulated sensors are not used in the model; however, noise was added to state outputs to mimic the IMU. The control algorithm for the ADCS and RWA are the same as is used on the ADCS testbed. The PID gains are also the same as is used on the ADCS testbed. The external torque estimation includes a constant air current torque and a magnetic torque that depends on the z-axis angle. The reaction wheel MOI was changed from $2.6E-5$ to $2.4E-5$ to better match reaction wheel
data from the tachometer. The transient response characteristics, such as rise time, percent overshoot, and settling time matched closely with actual data for small slews less than or equal to 15°. Slews up to 25° resulted in larger settling time and percent overshoot differences between simulation and sensor data. This may be due to the external magnetic torque modeling imperfections and the lack of a truth sensor measurement. Only a truth measurement device will detail whether the simulation or the sensors accurately portray ADCS testbed behavior better. The simulated pointing accuracy of 0.09° is only 0.02° different than the pointing accuracy determined by the sensors.

5.3 Recommendations for Future Work

The following subsections present recommended work that is in the best interest of reaching the goal of obtaining full three-axis control of the 6U ADCS testbed validated using AFIT’s CubeSat testbed.

5.3.1 Addition of an External Magnetometer

The estimation accuracy of just using the IMU is less than 1° within ±20° of z-axis angle. The RWA, which is only centimeters away from the IMU, causes distortions in the magnetic field. This can generate undesirable jumps in angle estimation outside of 30°. The addition of a filtered external magnetometer that is placed far away from the RWA could increase the estimation accuracy of the IMU and help better characterize the magnetic field distortions caused by the RWA. Once filtered, the magnetic field data from the external magnetometer can be inputted into QUEST, and one can compare estimation accuracy based on changing the weighting between the IMU and external magnetometers. The inclusion of an external magnetometer could smooth the estimated angle and improve pointing accuracy at larger slews. This
research effort explored external magnetometers, but due to sensor accuracy issues, the project was abandoned and was not included in the thesis.

5.3.2 Implementation of a Kalman Filter

A Kalman filter is a proven way to give a more accurate and less noisy state estimate by taking into account sensor data, system dynamics, and control inputs. The author has already created a Kalman filter in MATLAB and C code. The implementation of a Kalman filter reduced state estimation noise and mimicked system behavior, but the state estimation lagged the actual sensor data which drastically decreased control authority. It is the author’s recommendation that the estimation and control tasks be split so that the estimation algorithm can run much faster than the control algorithm. The slow convergence rate of the Kalman filter may be due to the estimation and control tasks running at the same speed of 10 Hz. This could be tested by changing the estimation algorithm to 50 Hz and keeping the control algorithm to 10 Hz. Due to the failure of the Kalman filter implementation, the results were not presented in this thesis.

5.3.3 Developing a New RWA

This thesis effort originally began with a three wheel RWA designed to pass vibrations testing. After the conclusion of characterizing this RWA, it was determined that there were too many problems that could not be overcome to gain asymptotic stability of the ADCS testbed. The RWA contained large amounts of friction in the bearings which in turn caused a dead-band in the reaction wheel speed to duty cycle conversion. When designing the controller, the proportional gain values could not be very high; otherwise, the tachometer would display highly inaccurate values. This means that full control of the reaction wheels was difficult to achieve which corre-
responded to ±5° of pointing accuracy for the ADCS testbed. It was found later that the wrong motors were used for the reaction wheels; at this point these wheels were replaced by the older generation four wheel RWA.

A new RWA can be constructed that iterates from the three wheel RWA design. By lowering friction and replacing the motor, the new RWA should be able to be controlled. Furthermore, the three wheel RWA encased the motors which limited magnetic field distortion. In fact, only a slewing linear filter was needed for the magnetometer, and pointing accuracy was superior with the three wheel RWA than with the four wheel pyramid RWA. If the new RWA can be controlled, then encasing the reaction wheel motors to limit magnetic field distortion will greatly increase estimation accuracy.

5.3.4 Truth Measurement Implementation

When comparing the ADCS testbed sensor output to simulation, the time response characteristics within a linear range are very close. Although the sensors were tested for static accuracy based on angle labeled on the wall, dynamic accuracy was not possible due to lack of a truth measurement device. A truth measurement device, such as a camera system, could be mounted to the Helmholtz cage to accurately give attitude estimates within 0.01°. With full three-axis knowledge of attitude, robust filters can be implemented within the ADCS testbed estimation algorithm that would increase estimation authority and accuracy. The truth measurement device can also be compared to model simulation which in turn can make the model more robust. This will also allow robust filtering of the magnetometer using a non-constant magnetic field simulated by the Helmholtz cage.
5.3.5 ADCS Testbed Cover Implementation

Consistency of the ADCS testbed is very important so that repetitive tests will produce the same time response and pointing accuracy. With a cover over the ADCS testbed, air current torques can be neglected and only a magnetic torque can be assumed. The magnetic torque can then be fully characterized to ensure that the Kalman filter and the MATLAB model are more accurate. The testbed cover could be of a non-ferrous material, such as Plexiglas, that is box shaped and goes over the ADCS testbed. The cover could be designed with a door for easy access to make changes to the ADCS testbed. Another solution would be to instead cover the entire CubeSat testbed. This implementation could be of medium weight flexible vinyl fixed to the 80-20 tracks of the Helmholtz cage. This cover could make it easier to modify the ADCS testbed when comparing it to the cover just over the ADCS testbed.

5.3.6 Magnetometer Filter for Simulated Orbit

Filtering the magnetometer for a simulated magnetic field seen on orbit is important for achieving a space-like environment in AFIT’s CubeSat testbed. Due to the constantly changing magnetic field, knowledge of orbital mechanics and orbital magnetic fields is required. The orbital dynamics could be estimated within the ADCS algorithm as well a look-up table or equations governing the respective orbital position’s magnetic field. With the orbit knowledge, the ADCS testbed should be able to point at a desired angle, and the angle should not drift in the changing magnetic field if the estimated orbital magnetic field is properly modeled. Slewing the ADCS testbed can also be tested for accuracy with the help of a truth measurement device that is independent of the changing magnetic field.
5.3.7 Momentum Dumping Capability with Torque Coils

Saturation of the reaction wheels can occur due to inherent external torques in the CubeSat testbed. The implementation of torque coils can make it possible to de-saturate the reaction wheels so longer tests can be performed. AFIT’s torque coils have already been characterized and tested [8]. Dumping the ADCS testbed’s angular momentum using torque coils will add an extra external torque to the kinetic EOM. The use of torque coils will be a controlled external torque that will battle against the reaction wheel’s de-saturation and the magnetic torque already inherent in the ADCS testbed. Note that the magnetometer will cease to be a valid source of attitude estimation, so having another means of attitude sensing such as an integrated angular velocity from the IMU gyroscope is recommended.

5.3.8 Develop and Test ADCS Control Algorithms

Although the PID controller is an effective controller to output a desired response, other control algorithms exist that may perform better or make the control more efficient. Different linear controllers such as ones developed from root-locus, Bode, or Nyquist techniques can be used to take advantage of the near linear system observed for $z$-axis control of the ADCS testbed. Furthermore, optimal linear controllers such as a linear quadratic regulator could be used to minimize certain specifications such as power consumption. Optimal techniques used in outer loop controllers could help establish the most efficient path for the ADCS testbed to reach a desired orientation. Non-linear controllers such as adaptive and sliding could be used to counter non-linear effects inherent in the ADCS testbed. These controllers could also be compared in MATLAB simulation to the existing model before actually testing the algorithm on hardware. These tests will help further the development of the 6U ADCS control algorithms and contribute to AFIT’s CubeSat testbed as a valid proving ground for
CubeSat ADCS control algorithm development.

5.3.9 Dynamically Neutral Behavior of the ADCS Testbed/Loading Surface

The ADCS testbed is currently only shows statically neutral behavior atop the air bearing. Statically neutral behavior is described as the center of mass of the ADCS testbed aligned with the center of rotation of the hemi-sphere about the $x$- and $y$-axes. Dynamically neutral behavior means that the center of mass is coincident with the center of rotation. With statically neutral behavior, there is a pendulum motion about the $x$- and $y$-axes due to a difference in height of the center of mass and center of rotation. This gravitational torque will cause the reaction wheels to saturate very quickly if commanded to rotate about either the $x$- or $y$-axes. Gaining dynamically neutral behavior will eliminate pendulum motion and gravitational torques, making it possible to test the ADCS for three-axis control. The loading surface is designed to be able to create dynamically neutral behavior. Statically neutral behavior is achieved by translating the ADCS testbed along the loading surface in the $x$-$y$ plane. The threaded holes in the loading surface are designed to allow the height of the ADCS testbed to be altered enabling dynamically neutral behavior. A good starting point would be to study the NPS’s design of an automated mass balancing system for a CubeSat testbed that would allow for three degrees of freedom [21]. Once this is accomplished, three-axis attitude estimation and control can be achieved.

5.3.10 Model Updates

Although the model simulation was able to closely match sensor data for small slews, the model will need to be updated frequently to continue outputting accurate results. The addition of an external magnetometer may change the attitude estima-
tion accuracy of the ADCS testbed sensors which must be accounted for in the model. Although a Kalman filter is already built into the model, it must be updated to account for a faster estimation algorithm that will be implemented in the C code. The implementation of a new RWA will require the re-testing of the external magnetic torque experienced by the ADCS testbed. This torque will need be changed with each iteration. The MOI will also need to be re-measured with any additions to the ADCS testbed which could include extra sensors or different actuators. The addition of a truth measurement sensor will require a re-evaluation of simulation performance. Orbital dynamics equations along with a look up table or equation of magnetic fields must also be implemented to properly simulate the magnetic field. Creating sensors by simply adding noise may not be a liable assumption in a constantly changing magnetic field. The addition of torque coils will be needed to simulate momentum dumping maneuvers. Any new control algorithms will have to also be added. If the ADCS testbed achieves dynamic stability with the air bearing, then the nonlinear equations of motion must be re-established in the model to accurately predict ADCS testbed performance.
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14. **ABSTRACT**

The design and test of a 6U CubeSat Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) are explored to establish single-axis control using AFIT’s CubeSat testbed consisting of a Helmholtz cage and hemi-spherical air bearing. The Helmholtz cage produces a near-uniform magnetic field inside the cage while the air bearing provides a near-frictionless surface for ADCS testing. The ADCS testbed includes a four wheel pyramid reaction wheel array (RWA) for actuation and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) for attitude determination. Along with the ADCS hardware, the ADCS testbed also includes an Electrical Power System (EPS) and Command and Data Handling (CDH) for power and wireless telemetry, respectively. Attitude estimation is performed using the QUEST algorithm with magnetometer and accelerometer sensor data to estimate a current quaternion. A Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is used for control of the ADCS testbed while each reaction wheel motor is controlled by a proportional gain. After calibration, the static estimation accuracy improved from $\pm 3^o$ to $\pm 0.02^o$ ($3\sigma$). The RWA is characterized as a 1st order system with a systemic 0.2 second time delay. The ADCS testbed controller demonstrates linear time response characteristics at small angle slews. Through this research effort, the pointing accuracy was improved from $\pm 20^o$ to $\pm 0.07^o$ ($3\sigma$). External torques caused by air currents and inherent magnetic moments were explored and characterized. The inherent magnetic moment of the ADCS testbed was calculated. Simulated time response characteristics of the model showed similar behavior to the ADCS testbed results.
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